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Sarath Krishnaswamy/The Tech
The new Student Center store opened yesterday, just
in time for the Christmas shopping season. The store
stocks MIT insignia and stationery. Its hours will be 11
am - 4 pm, Mornday through Friday.I~~-~Y~p--~ --- -- - - ~ I II Ib- - - -·
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By Michael Gojer
and Katie Schwarz

MIT will pay heat and utility
bills for a house at 245 River
Street until March, where ap-
proximately 15 homeless people
are expected to be housed rent-
free through the winter, accord-
ing to Walter L. Milne, assistant
to the chairman of the MIT Cor-
poration. Several Cambridge
groups have been cooperating to
arrange the winter housing there
- in an effort prompted by the
"Tent City" protests of the past
months.

Representatives of the horne-
less Tent City group, including
several students, homeless advo-
cates, and Prof. Mel King, met
with Milne and special assistant

for governmental relations and
community affairs Ronald P. Su-
duiko on Friday for the second
time, according to Daniel J.
Glenna G. who attended the meet-
ing. They met to continue negoti-
ations demanded by the protest-
ers and urged by the Cambridge
City Council.

The city manager reported to
the council last night that MIT
apparently did have the authority
to use its Campus Police to arrest
Tent City demonstrators on its
Blanche Street property on Nov.
20. Councillor Alice Wolf asked
for a further investigation into
the relevant state law, however.

City Council was expected to
vote last night on whether to cen-
sure MIT for acting in "bad

faith" two weeks ago by arresting
Tent City demonstrators en-
camped on MIT property near
Central Square despite City
Council resolutions calling for
noneviction. The agenda also list-
ed an order to cease cooperation
with M/lIT on the entire University
Park development. Both orders,
introduced and postponed by
charter right last week, were ta-
bled last night, and a scheduled
hearing of the report of the
Mayor's Committee on Home-
lessness was postponed until Dec.
21.

In the meantime, homeless
Tent City members are preparing
to move into the River Street
house this week, according to

(Please turn to page 25)
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students need to look for a way
to eliminate choices. MIT's new
publications speak directly to the
candidates and use familiar lan-
guage - they are forceful and
bold, he said.

(Please turn to page 24)

edented marketing wave?
Director of Admissions

Michael C. Behnke explained
that candidates applying to many
universities are confused and
overwhelmed by the amount of
literature that they receive, and

dormitory lounge, a view of the
Boston skyline, crew shells on the
Charles, blackboards filled with
differential equations and people
chatting in Lobby 7. The pro-
spectus also contains photos and
biographies of individual students
and faculty and a description of
the different schools at MIT with
references to creative activities
and leading faculty.

The search pamphlet is a short-
ened version 'of the prospectus.
"The facts about MIT may sur-
prise you," announces its cover,
enticing the reader to look
further.

Even the "old reliable" of the
admissions office, MIT Today,
has been given new life. The old
MIT Today, sent to candidates
for the Class of 1991 and before,
was black and white, dull and
rather archaic, according to Pro-
fessor Richard M. Douglas, a
member of the Committee on
Undergraduate Admissions and
Financial Aid. But today's MIT
Today boasts a glossy colored
cover, although the information
inside is roughly the same.

What brought on this unprec-

Feature
Ghaggle cops Tech
board. Page 2.

Soviet Jewry protesters
march on Washington,
D.C. Page 10.

Addressing the problem
of homelessness in
Nicaragua. Page 21.

Former medic speaks on
his experiences with
Afghan rebels. Page 23.

Bonnie Walters moves
from the Writing
Requirement to the
ODSA. Page 24.

MIT's solar car places
8th in trans-Australian
race. Page 27.

By Morlie L. Wang
Prospective applicants to the.

MITT Class of 1992 will be oppen-
ing their mailboxes to discover
what might be mistaken for a
sweepstakes advertisement. A
flash of yellow will suddenly
catch their eye. Is this some kind
of fashion magazine for teeny-
boppers? No. It is a pamphlet
telling them that MIT might be
the rigfit university for their
undergraduate career.

The MIT admissions office is
sending out spicy, new materials
to this year's candidates for ad-
mission. These materials consist
of two main publications: a 40
page prospectus which accompa-
nies the MIT application; and a
"Search" piece, packaged in a
bright yellow envelope, which is
enclosed with the request for an-
application.

The new prospectus booklet
shows full color pictures of many
facets of MIT life, including: vio-
linists, students working on a
2.70 project, people relaxing in a
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EIV will pay utility bills for
"Tent City" homeless project
C~ommosn ground explored at secornd meeting

1W IT names vendors to
occupy Student Center

By Susan Seung Eun Lee
The leases for space on the first floor of the Student Center are- in

the process of being signed, according to Director of Operations Ste-
phen D. Immerman. Renovation of the Student Center is going ac-
cording to schedule and should be completed by September 1988,
Immerman said.

The Student Center will continue to house the US Post Office,
Charlie the Tech Tailor, Tech Optical, and the Tech Barber. Tlue first
floor will also house the MIT microcomputer center, MIT graphic
arts, Toscanini's Ice Cream, Newbury Comics, Council Travel and one
bank.

The banks that are being considered are BayBank, Bank of Boston
and Shawmut Bank. Immerman said he expects most of these leases to
be signed by Christmas. The leases are for five years with an option of
a five year extension.

The first floor of the Student Center will also house a convenience
store, a bookstore, a-stationary store and possibly a sportswear shop
if there is space, Immerman said. Particular vendors have not been
chosen yet, he noted.

A convenience store selling groceries and general merchandise will
be given a lease. ImmermanI has talked to some students living in dor-
mitories without dining halls to get a better idea as to which conve-
nience store would be the best.

Immerman noted that the bookstore will not be allowed to sell text-
books. Textbooks are sold solely by the Harvard Cooperative Society,
he said.

Although a beauty salon was considered due to the increased num-
ber of women on campus, Immerman said that the Student Center
will not be able to include it due to lack of space.

Immerman said the planning for all leases will be completed by Feb-
ruary. He also said that the renovation of the Student Center is on
schedule and going well. The renovations will be completed by Sep-
tember of 1988. The builders are contracted to pay for any time
beyond the date, he added.

Immerman said that the rents will meet the cost of the renovation.
The rents are still. way below the market rates, he said. There is no
profit involved, Immerman said.

MUIT seeks to alter its image with spicy recruitment panphlets
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arts editor. "I've seen plenty of
people doing complex combana-
torial multivariate logic analysis
during rock concerts. No
problem."

Videophiles Kyle G. "Pentax"
Peltonen '89 and Mark D.
"Photo Slug" Virtue '90 will be
spending a lot of time together in
the dark as the photography edi-
tors for volume 108. Peltonen
and Virtue, in a brilliant display
of teamwork, said that each
would resign if the other were
not elected. They have both won
numerous photojournalism
awards for their photo essays on
yogurt.

Current advertising manager
Hal Birkeland moves back to the
production shop as he replaces
Peisach as the new production
manager. Birkeland said his first
order of business is to order 9000
"Go Navy" sweatshirts for the
entire Tech staff and their prog-
eny. Meanwhile, the position of
adman has been left vacant in
hopes that former editor in chief
Harold A. Stern '87, currently on
assignment in upstate New York,
can be convinced to hold the post
next year.

V. Michael 'You haven't seen
the last of me" Bove G was re-
elected to the post of contribut-
ing editor, along with news editor
Akbar A. "The Travelling" Mer-
chant '89. Bove volunteered to

PAGE 2 The Tecl

Gaggle
Special to The Tech

The Managing Board of The
Tech Saturday elected its 108th
board of directors, which will be
headed by Chairman Peter E.
Dunn G, Editor in Chief Andrew
L. Fish '89, Business Manager
Mark Kantrowitz '89, and Man-
aging Editor David B. Plass '90.
Thomas T. Huang G will become
the new executive editor.

The new board members
copped their gaggles amidst en-
thusiastic applause as they real-
ized the implications of their new
responsibilities. "I've just given
myself a death sentence," said
David "Jethro" Plass, who an-
nounced that he had also just
switched majors - to computer
science. Nevertheless, in the mold
of Teddy Roosevelt, Plass vowed
to "speak softly and carry a big
exact-o knife."

Peter "Peaches" Dunn and
Andy "Fried" Fish were very op-
timistic about their upcoming
terms of office. Dunn, whose
background in the Tech organiza-
tion has been with the arts de-
partment, said he wanted to
make some small layout changes
- specifically, he suggested put-
ting film reviews on the front
page and starting news on the in-
side. In addition, Dunn promised
to beef-up The Tech's sports
pages with regular coverage of
the Toronto Blue Jays.

Fish was elected because he
claimed that he was better quali-
fied than any of the other candi-
dates running for editor in chief.
When board members questioned
this audacious assertion, he not-
ed that he has served as the news
editor and has been the most pro-
lific newswriter for The Tech
since 1985. In addition, he noted
that he was running unopposed.

Mark "MK" Kantrowitz cited
his previous experience as a
mathematics major as the reason
why he should be elected business
manager until he was forced to
admit that after three years of
MIT math, he still cannot add.
Kantrowitz promised that he
would never be caught stealing
money from petty cash. "I'll just
come during the night when
there's nobody here," he said.

Huang said his love for the
newspaper was the primary rea-
son he decided to run for execu-
tive editor. Describing what he

called an "undying" belief in re-
incarnation, Huang claimed, "I
held this job in a past life."
Huang served as Spiritual Leader
Editor for the past year and said
he wanted to leave a more down-
to-earth legacy after he moves
on.

The.position of news editor is
often called the dirtiest position
on The Tech. But next year's
news editors are undaunted by
this reputation, saying: "We love
dirt." These "exciting young pro-
spects," as Huang called them,
are Darrel "Mr. T" Tarasewicz
'89, Niraj "Wildman" Desai '90
and Michael "Sherlock" Gojer
'90.

Rob 'Scoopn Adams '90, of
news roundup fame, will round
out the department as the associ-
ate news editor "with the most
mellow." Asked what their plans
would be as news editors, the en-
tire group resounded with the
statement: "no comment." You
learn fast, guys.

Serving as night editors for
volume 108 will be one old-timer,
Ezra "only if she's Kosher L'"
Peisach '89 and relative newcom-
er Marie "Eat Vegetables" Cop-
pola '90. Peisach, who served as
night editor in 1986, is one of the
Gods of the Tech computer sys-

test the Tech's new computer sys-
tem by typesetting his entire doc-
toral thesis on it. Merchant plans
to split his time between the news
and opinion departments and
hopes either to "bring some
facts" into the editorial pages or
to "bring some flaming" into the
news pages.

Sent to the Senior Editor Re-
tirement Home were seniors
Mathews "Mutt" Cherian '88,
Ben "Sting" Stanger '88, and Da-
vid "Where's my cropper?" Wat-
son '88. All three pledged to
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cops 1
tem. But he confessed he still
couldn't tell the difference be-
tween David Plass and newly
elected production manager Hal-
vard K. "Prod Slug" Birkeland
'89.

Marie's victory marks the first
time a woman has been elected
night editor in five years. "I see
this as a victory for women
everywhere," said Coppola, add-
ing, "A woman's place is in the
production shop."

Former Publisher Michael
"Phantom" Garrison '88 will
again serve as opinion editor in-
residence, only this time he will
have the title to prove he is doing
the job. One of the more vocal
members of the Tech editorial
board last year, Mike said,
"There's no issue that we can't
blow out of proportion if we
want to."

Graduate students will contin-
ue to dominate the editorial posi-
tions in the arts department with
Saturday's victory for Julian
"Juli" West G and Jonathan
"Rhubarb" Richmond G.

"Julian will take care of all the
movies, albums, theatre, dance
and books, and I'll take care of
the important stuff," Richmond
was heard exclaiming from
beneath his 3000-page thesis.

Julian will be writing thesis as
well, but he said that this would
not interfere with his duties as

Te @C ch
faithfully fulfill all the responsi-
bilities of a senior editor except
Watson, who said he might actu-
ally continue working at The
7ch next term.

Outgoing Editor in Chief
"The" Earl C. "of" Yen '88
could not be reached for com-
ment but was last seen boarding
a supersonic jet. A small note left
on his desk gave some small clue
to his whereabouts: "After spend-
ing 11 continuous months in this
office, I kinda began to miss the
sun. Aloha."
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propoganda to policymaking. Pravda's chief political ana-
lyst even went as far as to suggest a possible renewal of
the US-Soviet World War II alliance.

The motorcade from the Air Force base in suburban
Maryland gave Gorbachev his first view of where ordinary
Americans live. He will spend nearly all of his brief visit
within a few heavily guarded blocks of downtown
Washington.

The latest Washington Post-ABC News poll indicates
that most Americans think the Soviet Union is a threat to
the United States. Only 8 percent of those surveyed saw
no threat. One percent had no opinion. However, a ma-
jority of respondents believed that US-Soviet relations are
good now.

French arrest Iranian exiles
Dozens of anti-Khomeni Iranian exiles were arrested

yesterday in Paris, and the interior ministry said they may
be expelled. The dissidents who seek the overthrow of
Khomeni, accused France of making the arrests as part of
an attempt to gain the release of Frenchmen held hostage
by pro-Iranian groups in Lebanon.
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Court considers pro-choice
complaints against Church

The United States Supreme Court is to decide whether
there should be a trial in a case concerning the Roman
Catholic Church's tax-exempt status and its anti-abortion
stand. A key issue is whether supporters of the right to
abortion have standing to sue. The pro-choice side con-
tends that it is injured because the Church's tax-exempt
status gives the Church a competitive advantage that vio-
lates tax code limits on political lobbying.

Senate budget committee chairman
will not seek fourth term

Senate Budget Committee Chairman Lawton Chiles (D-
FL) has decided not to seek re-election. He said that after
three terms in the Senate, he is not looking forward to
another. Chiles is the sixth senator to bow out of next
year's elections.
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Gorbachev arrives in Washington
Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev arrived in

the United States yesterday afternoon for a three-day su-
perpower Summit. While in Washington, Gorbachev and
President Ronald Reagan will sign a treaty eliminating
superpower intermediate-range weapons. Accompanied by
his wife Raisa, Gorbachev was received at Andrews Air
Force base in Maryland by Secretary of State George
Shultz PhD '49.

Gorbachev said he hopes to hear something new on the
touchy subject of the Reagan Administration's "Star
Wars" space-based anti-missile program during his visit to
Washington.

Gorbachev arrived in Washington before the treaty it-
self. The treaty was being brought to Washington from
Geneva on a US military plane yesterday. The plane left
Geneva late because US and Soviet negotiators were still
haggling over some fine points of the treaty language

Pravda's summit preview edition raised hopes for a
thaw in superpower relations as a result of the summit.
The Soviet Communist Party newspaper quoted Gorba-
chev as saying he is going Washington eager to shift from

A__n
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Mild weather expected
We can expect relatively mild weather during the

next two to three days as a weak warm front passes
through our region. The disturbance is transporting
moisture northeastward, however, which will lead to
cloudy skies and a chance of a shower for Boston
this afternoon. By Thursday, the trailing cold front
will be in our vicinity. Thus, we can expect a
cooling trend during Thursday and Friday.

Today: Increasing cloudiness during the early
morning hours will result in mostly cloudy skies
in the afternoon. There is a chance of an
afternoon shower. High temperatures will be in
themiddle 40's (6-9°C) and winds will be from
the southwest at 5-10 mph (8-16 kmr/h).

Tonight: Skies will remain cloudy and there is a risk
of evening showers. Low temperatures will only
reach 35-40°F (2-5°C).

Wednesday: Partly sunny and mild. Highs 45-50°F
(7-10 °C).

Thursday: Cloudy and cooler. Highs 40-45°F (4-
7°C).

Forecast by Robert Black
..-- ... .l . a
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Compiled by Akbar Merchant

Translations into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made accordirng to
your area of technical knowledge.
We are currently seeking translators for:
· Arabic ·Chinese · DanIsh · Dutch 
* Farasi French e German · Greek
· Italian · Japanese a Korean
· Norwegian · Polish · Portuguese
* Romanian * Spanish · Swedish

and others.
Into-English translations from German
and French. Many other languages also
available.
Foreign language typists also needed.
AN Othi work can be done In your
home!
Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New
England's largest translation agency,
located a block north of the Central Sq.
subway station.

For application and test
translation call Ms.

Inc. Heinemann
864-3900
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Pete Rose retires from playing
Cincinnati Reds player-manager Pete Rose is apparently

ready to delete one word from his title. The 46-year-old
Rose told reporters at the baseball winter meetings that he
will not be playing anymore. He added that he does not
see a need to make an official announcement.

Rose has not played a game since Aug. 17, 1986 but has
never officially announced that he is retiring. The major
league career hits leader was a three-time National League
batting champion and the league's Most Valuable °'--ver
in 1973.
Former Celtic signs with Milwaukee
Former Boston Celtics reserve Connor Henry has

agreed in principle to a one-year contract with the Mil-
waukee Bucks. The six-foot-seven guard started in 10 of
Boston's 14 games this season before being cut last week.
He averaged just over three points and one assist per
outing.

- Baseball to propose drug-testing
Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth delivered his

state-of-the-game address yesterday at the winter meetings
in Dallas. He admitted that his claim a year ago that base-
ball was free of drugs was exagerrated. He said baseball
would propose a drug testing plan for players next year.

During his 30-minute speech, Ueberroth remained in
favor of expansion - something that will be addressed
today at both the American League and National League
meetings. He added that 1987 was a "very productive year
by any objective measure" when it came to the hiring of
more blacks in administrative positions. He reported that
minorities currently make up 10 percent of all front office
staff compared with just 2 percent several years ago.
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State to reform automobile insurance
The chairman of the State House Ways and Means

Committee said he is optimistic that a new automobile in-
surance reform package will pass this year. The package is
designed to cut rates seven to eight percent and was en-
dorsed yesterday by the committee. The bill would in-
crease surcharges for unsafe driver points and tighten
penalties for operating a vehicle without insurance. The
bill would also double the threshhold for personal injury
suits to $100,000, eliminate collections from multiple in-
surance policies and eliminate $100 deductible collision
coverage.

CROSS7WORD PUZZLE
by Andrew Marc Gree,

I h follower
4 Molten rock
8 Wall-mounted

memorial
14 Photog. rating
15 Bible name
16 Happens again
17FINAL
19 _ corrected
20 Columbus ship
21 Roiling
22 Required number
24 Not obese
26 Little bit
29 Raison d
30 Par East country
31 "Good Night, _"
33 Dis 'n'
34 Midday
35 More sullen
36 "'THE FINAL
38 More positive
41Smidgen
42 Cap
45 Duress
46 Genrud parts
47 Tender
48 Gender
49 Small ompa.nent
50 Falcon home?
51 Amtrak vehicle

54 Frm gnasp
56TV detective

Remington
58 THE FINAL
61 Perform surgery
62 Org. for Course VI

students
63 No, in the Senate
64 Runs water through
65 Kind of current
66 SAT relative

Eno
I Sheep sound
2 Snake
3Friendly

relationship
4 Hotel magnate

Helmsley
5 Med. scmool subj.
6 Occupation
7 Ember
8 Type of solid
9 In case

10 Start of Hamlet
11 ___-FINALS
12 Holder for 7 Down
13 !BM's PC divisioa,

formerly
18 Cereony
21 Align guntm sights
22 End of many proofs
23 izard genus

25 Sbouting
27 Carbohydrate
28 German amtcle
30 Type of cream
31 Caucus state
32 Dash
34 Seasonal greeting
35 Splotches
36 Langley org.
37 With corneas bent

back, as a book
38 Somne Athea

workstations
39 Raw rock
40 FINAL

(contestants
in a late round)

42 Football violation
43 Picture or sculpture
44 Brillig drink
46 Charged atom
47 NaCI, e.g.
49 Property rights
SO Cash
52 Agts.
53 Wing-like strucures
55 Tilled the soil
56 With S. opposite of

VAL
57 Three: comb. form
5 Shame
59 Sesory organ
60 Deli brea

Do You Have Asthma?
We are paying $175-
$250 for men to par-
ticipate in a research
study in asthma at
the Beth Israel Hos-
pital. If interested
Please call: 735-2676.

l Who?: Debbie Sotirkys, founder of Women
Exploited By Abortion (W.E.B.A.).

· When?: December 8, 1987, at 6:00 p.m.
· Where?:MIT, room 4-163.
• Why?: Convinced that every abortion has two
victims, the woman and the unborn child, Sotirkys
gives a deeply moving personal testimony. Her
appearance is especially timely, as President Reagan
recently asked Surgeon General C. Everett Coop to
compile a national report on the physical and
psychological effects of an abortion on women.

No matter what your opinion, your input is welcome.

Come and share your views!

.... COMMERCIAL
Specalizing in office/R&D space

Cambridgeport area
Ideal for young start up companies

INGRAM, RETTIG & BEATY
124 MT. AUBURN STREET

CAMBRIDGE

497-4400
Unguistic Systems,

116 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139

The MIT Pro-Life Group presents:

THE VICTIMS OF ABORTION:
WOMAN AND CHILD

YoAur
foreign
language

ability
is

valuable!
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In the distance, the sea moves
in silence. But we know it's an il-
lusion. The waves of the ocean

come crashing thunderously upon
the shoreline of this land, our
home.

Politics in America is like the
sea: the issues that our leaders

discuss often seem distant to us.

Most problems that the govern-
ment tackles seem to have no di-
rect impact on our lives. But, like
the ripples of the ocean, they will
come, one day, and they will rock
us. The times we live in are

stormy. The times we live in are
beset by the turmoil of swift,
invisible undercurrents.

We know that the issues are

very complicated. The country

faces problems that have no sim-
ple solutions. It's tempting to try
to simplify things.

Recently, we've been losing
young leaders who worked hard
to explain these issues to the
American people, who worked

hard to develop solutions to these
problems. They became presiden-
tial candidates, but, almost from
the start, their voices were si-
lenced from the national debate
- not because of their positions

on the issues, not because of
their political record, but because
of their conduct in their personal
lives. Maybe it's easier to judge
men and women on their person-
al behavior than on what they
stand for and what they fight for
in the public arena.

On May 9, 1987, Gary HIart, a
senator from Colorado, pulled
out of the presidential race. The
media had reported that he had
spent the night with a young
woman. On September 23, 1987,
Joe Biden, a senator from Dela-
ware, pulled out of the race when
the media reported that he had
copied political speeches from
other men, and that in the past
he had lied about his academic
credentials.

These candidates quit because
they felt they could no longer
talk to the voters about national

issues. Rather, their private lives
had become the issue, while their
actions in addressing the pressing
issues of our times - such as ris-
ing unemployment, racial and
sexual discrimination, military

conflict in the Persian Gulf,
AIDS, the threat of nuclear holo-
caust - seem not to have carried
as much weight.

Presidential candidates can
now be forced out of the race, al-
most at a wink of an eye, when
the press unveils incidents of hku-
man weakness in their private
lives.

No one can deny that the per-
sonal character of our presiden-

tial candidates is important.
When looking for a man or
woman to lead the country, vot-
ers have the right to glimpse the
personal lives of public officials.
Because we cannot predict what
crises will beset this nation in
times to come, we want to choose
a leader whom we can admire
and trust - a leader who can
inspire us and give us hope in
trying times.

Moreover, a person's ability to
make policy does in fact depend
in part on personal qualities like
integrity, compassion, conviction,

sincerity. A candidate's personal
vision, intelligence, grasp for his-
tory, and judgement of character

all play an important role in
leadership.

But where do we draw the line
between pardonable human mis-
takes and action that would
make us doubt a person's ability

(Please turn to page 9)

No, Virginia, there is not a
Santa Claus.

"Thank God, he lives, and he
lives forever. A thousand years
fron now, Virginia, nay, ten

times ten thousand years from
now, he will continue to make
glad the heart of childhood." Yet
in the 90 years since Francis

Church wrote those words in his
editorial in the pages of the New
York sun, the world has become

a place where such blind, opti-
mistic belief in the hope and
promise idealized by Santa Claus
seems outdated naivete.

When I think of your world of
1897, I think of the wide-eyed
world of a child, a world where
anything was possible, where
there were no limits to what man-
kind could do. Yours was a
world, Virginia, that only six
years later would produce the
first successful attempt by matn to
reach the sky, and later the stars,
in a deserted place called Kitty
Hawk, on the wings of the
Wright Brothers' F'lyer. The auto-
mobile, Alexander Graham Bell's
telephone, Thomas Edison's in-
candescent lamp and phono-
graph, Eastman's hand-held cam-
era, the first Olympics in Athens,
Marconi's wireless, were all cre-
ations of a world where great
men refused to fall prey to the
skepticism that other smaller men
would impose upon them.

Yours was a world of promise,
a world on the brink of a new
age. If Francis Church asserted
that one need not see Santa Claus

to believe in him, it was because
the world was every day enlarged

by things unseen, discovered or
invented. Yours may have been a
"great universe" in which man
was "a mere insect," but one
which day by day was becoming

smaller and smaller. As mankind

discovered new ways to travel and
communicate, the possibilities be-
came endless. The prospect of
world brotherhood, where the

barriers of distance and space
had no meaning, seemed just
around the corner.

But in 90 years has mankind

lived up to the optimism which
Francis Church indirectly alluded
to in his editorial? Has the world

become better in the interim?

Certainly the world now has
less disease and less poverty, is
better educated, is better housed
and Is altogether better off. Tech-
nology has brought comfort and
security to the vast majority of
the inhabitants of a cold and
harsh planet.

But technology has also taken
its toll. Our world, Virginia, is
one of escalating divorce, violent
crime, greed and corruption - if
the turn of the century was on
the brink of a new age, we are on
the brink of annihilation. Yours
was anl immense universe getting
smaller - technology has made
the world a series of isolated

pockets of people, content

among themselves. The products
of your age have brought man-
kind not closer together, brrt fur-

(Please turn to page 6)

To the Editor:

I have remained silent on the
matter of Tent City and the
homeless for some time, but re-
cent developments force me to
add my name to the growing list
of correspondents on this matter.

I am very sympathetic to the
plight of the homeless and feel
that their lot in life is an un-

happy one under any circum-
stances. I feel that cities like
Cambridge and Bostorn have a
duty to see that low cost housing
is provided for those who most
desperately need and deserve it
and that an informal alliance be-
tween MIT and the Cambridge
City Council could in some small
way contribute to this end. How-

ever it remains obvious that the
Cambridge City Council does not
havse the political will nor the
necessary moral backbone to do
much about this sorry state of af-
fairs, with some of its members

preferring to use the issue of Tent
City as yet another battle in their
war of attrition against MIT.

I have little doubt that had the
homeless decided instead to camp
on the grounds of the Cambridge
City Hall and directed their ap-
peal at that institution, they
would have been forcibly evicted
with little or no ceremony.

An enormous amount of emo-

tion has been generated on the
matter of the homeless in recent
weeks, in particular by those who
with overblown paranoia see
MIT as the great Satan of Cam-
bridge and a reprehensible sym-
bol of unkind, unseeing corpo-
rate greed. At the other end of
the spectrum there have been
those whose sarcastic suggestions

have bordered on the fascist.
While by no means wishing to

appear moderate in any respect, I
suggest that a more practical ap-

proach to the problem of home-
lessnes-s and poverty is called for.
Rather than resorting to the all
too tempting zealotry, foaming-

at-the-mouth perjorative, finger
pointing and thinly veiled politi-
cal machination that always ac-
companies such debates, I sug-
gest that those concerned about
providing housing for the home-
less should approach MI T with a
plan for rehabilitating the houses
onr Blanche Street.

The necessary funds for the

restoration could be solicited
from the Institute as well as the
City Council, while the technical

knowledge and the physical work
would be provided by willing vol-
unteers. With the sweat of their

collective brows these volunteers
would accomplish infinitely more
than those who choose merely to
rave about the problem. There is
no room for political posturing
in such an important issue.

Christopher M. Atkinson G

To the Editor:

I was very disappointed and
offended by Paul Sherer's column
["America: is this the land of
idiots?," Nov. 17], which dis-
cussed the "idiocy" of Americans
and complained about their lack
of "critical thinking." The same
person who classified Americans

into two categories - "rednecks"

and "quiche-eaters in BMW's -
classified Nashville as the "mecca

of pickup trucks . . . gun racks,
monstrous mobile homes...."

My home is in Nashville and
this is just not an accurate depic-
tion at all. In addition, this arro-

gant New Yorker has classified
every southerner who drives a
truck as a "revolting redneck."

The "brightest and the best" of
MIT> should at least be able to

differentiate between choice of

vehicles and personal attributes.

Idiocy is a pretty strong word

to use to describe other people's
choices of entertainment, al-

though I am inclined to use it for

one who spends his summer vaca-
tion searching for "the essence of

idiocy."

It is not strong enough, howev-

er, to describe the tendency of
many to place people into cate-
gories based on sweeping general-
izations stemming from precon-
ceived notions which have been
developed throughout genera-
tions of narrow minds. I have
lived in both the North and the
South, in a full range of rural,
suburban, and urban communi-
ties, and I have seen this tenden-
cy of thought everywhere, no
more so in the South than in the
North. It is an attitude which has
harmful affects on all interrela-

tions and communications.

In placing others into narrow
classifications, Sherer has demon-

strated the "lack of understan-

ding" which he has rashly ac-
cused others of. I really hope that
in the future, beginning now,
people will learn to accept cultur-
al differences as just that, differ-
ences, without making value
judgements based on those
differences.

J. Dora Schaefer '90

Column/ i homas T. Huangand Nira Column/Peter E. Dunn
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America is the land of diversity,
where preconceptions are idiocy
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Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinctive for-
mat, are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by
the editorial board, which consists of the publisher, editor in
chief, managing editor, news editors and opinion editors.

Dissents, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format,
are the opinions of the undersigned members of the editorial
board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial.

Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the
newspaper.

Letters to the Editor are welcome. They must be typed double
spaced and addressed to The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge MA 02139, or by interdepartmental mail to Room
W20-483.

Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, ad-
dresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be ac-
cepted. No letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously with-
out express prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the
right to edit or condense letters. Shorter letters will be given
higher priority. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we
receive.

The end of the term is fast
upon us, and for me it is taking a
grave toll. The pressures of dead-
lines and tests are playing tricks
on my mind. Last week, I began
dreaming or hallucinating some
very bizarre events.

While walking down the infi-
nite corridor last Friday, I could
swear that I saw a board (possi-
bly outside the Undergraduate
Academic Support Office) titled
"The Faces of Afghanistan."
What I saw there was very com-
pelling and surprising considering
the content of the majority of the
political messages littering the
corridor walls. Next to a large
picture of America's new media
sweetheart, Mikhail Gorbachev,
was the face of a small boy, his
features mutilated as a conse-
quence of the war. These two
faces were emblematic of the fa-
cade of the Soviet Union. The
outside is smiling, congenial and
questing for peace, while on the
inside there exists naught but
pain and loathing.

I think that this depiction of
Soviet atrocities must have been a
dream because when I went to
view it again on Sunday morning
it was gone. Only a blank board
was found where I once thought

I had seen this insightful mes-
sage. With the ongoing summit
meeting, the importance of such
a placard cannot be overstated.

The United States is again on
the verge of making a deal with
the greatest abusers of human
rights that the world has ever
known. Can a people willing to
commit genocide for the acquisi-
tion of a warm water port be
trusted to abide by any treaty we
form with them? For some rea-
son, we are willing to dismiss
such behavior, just as we are able
to dismiss the plight of Soviet
Jews. I predict that in the future
we will also be forced into a
round of denial about the in-
creasing role of the Soviet Union
in the African National Council.

If the aforementioned poster
ever existed, I must question the
timing of its removal. If the
group responsible for it chose to
take it down, I wish they would
reconsider. If for some reason the
Institute had anything to do with
its disappearance, I hope they
change their mind. If this tribute
to Soviet cruelties only ever exist-
ed in my imagination, I pray that
someone will create it and remind
the students withl whom the
United States is currently

negotiating.
My other "hallucination" has

much more evidence to corrobo-
rate its actually having happened.
Yet, the idea seems so ludicrous
that it must have been imagined.
Let us assume that a presidential
candidate was accused of some
questionable personal habits.
Now, if this candidate was sup-
posed to be a candidate of ideas,
as soon as the press became more
interested in his private life than
in his "enlightened engagement,"
his message is muted. The dilem-
ma facing this candidate is how
to effectively refocus the debate

(Please turn to page 8)

Column/Marino D.

f

C of night
start living again," a senior said.
"It's not that I stopped living,
that's not what I mean, but going
here makes you have to put cer-
tain things on hold." "This was a
tough term," one student com-
nmented, "but I can't wait-until
my last final is over so I can re-
lax." "You bet I'm happy," an-
other added, "My boyfriend is
driving all the way from Wiscon-
sin to pick me up for Christmas
- it's going to be such a relief
being away from this depressing
place." When asked about how it
would feel coming back in Febru-
ary, this optimistic freshwomarn
added, "I'm not thinking about
that now; ask me in about 6
weeks." So the climate here in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, is up-
beat and. cheery. It's not so much
what is going on now that people
are happy about, as what is yet
to come. This is .. reporting
from . . .

Chapter 1: What about those
of us who didn't finish the term?
I mean those who took their
lives. What plans are they
making? I'm sorrys . .

Chapter 1: "Hey listen, you
haven't gone to class for a while,
are you sure you' re OK? " Yeahl,
yeah. I just don't know what the
big deal is anymore. I just need
to get things done. G~oing to class
isn't going to make that happen
any easier. Maybe I'll feel better,
but that's temporary. Likce the
cigarette, you know. "'You should
talk to someone, I worry about
you." Thanks for caring, butt this
is something that has always been
there. I haven't dealt with it be-
fore, so this is my big chance to-
settle it forever. "I guess. But you
don't have to go at it alonle.
Think about it, see you tomor-
row." Good night. 'Think about
it."' That's the problem, too much
thought. Thought implies solu-
tion, but there is none . .. none
logically anyway.

Chapter 1: I still have sleep
however, and they can't take that
away from me. Set alarm. Never
mind, why bother? Light off.
Drifting into oneself to escape,
crying for help.

Chapter 1: It's not working
and sleep no longer helps. The
problems are still all the same.
They never go away, they just get
pushed back another day. Infinite
attempts at putting life in per-
spective fail. The once useful es-
capes are no longer possible.
People start worrying after a
while. They get nervous, "Are
you OK?" Sure - but do you
have aspirin? All this coffee is

making my head spin. Give me a
cigarette while you're at it. I
bought a pack today, but I threw
it out after smoking one or two. I
shouldn't smoke, it makes me
sick. But it makes me feel better.

Chapter 1: I've always won-
dered what it is about a shower
that makes one feel better. I sup-
pose it's symbolic. Washing away
preoccupations from the previous
day. Beginning anew, refreshed
body, fresh scent, clean clothes
and another try. It's all downhill
from there of course. The city air
gets a hold of you on the drive
in. "Everything sticks on a 'tabla
rasa,' " they say. But things not
only stick, they cling and poke
and sometimes draw blood. "Put
on a band aid then." No need,
I'm all out of it you see, blood
·that is. They can't suck Up no
more from, me - I am immune.
I'm invulnerable, too. No hurt,
no pain, no mess, just numbly
alive.

Chapter l: '"For the kids
watching at home: please do not
try this on your own. .. . These
are trained 'professionals, with
many years of experience... "
What the hell does "experience"
have to do with it? Can people
truly protect themselves from
themselves? We try and try again.
We can build fortresses of steel
around our homes, our towns
and cities. Wouldn't it be neat if
we could deploy an SDI-type sys-
tem inside our bodies to protect
us from hostile intra-organ at-
tacks? Life would be so much
simpler....

CONTROL: Control to Spleen
... Control to Spleen ... Do
you read?

SPLEEN: Loud and clear.
CONTROL: Unnecessary hor-

monal activity near pubic area
has been reported. Can you
intercept?

SPLEEN: Roger.
Chapter 1: With just a few

days remaining in the fall semes-
ter, MIT students all around
campus hurry to and from classes
thinking about holiday plans and
the much awaited January vaca-
tion. "I'll be done finally. I can
kiss this place good-bye! Four
and a half long years, now I can

northern Syria in 1979. In 1980,
250 to 300 political prisoners
were massacred after an assasina-
tion attempt on President Assad.
At least 10,000 residents of
Hama, the fifth largest city in
Syria, were killed in 1982 during
an uprising.

I urge everyone reading this to
keep informed about the condi-
tion of human rights in Syria.
Governments are often concerned
with world public opinion of
them and take measures to im-
prove their image when the hu-
man rights violations they com·-
mit become widely publicized.
Also, more direct action, such as
writing to the Syrian government,
might improve the lives of hun-
dred or thousands of people in
Syria and Lebanon.

Ichiro Matsumura '88

by unsanitary conditions, poor
diets, inadequate medical care
and routine ill-treatment. Tor-
tures include beatings with sticks,
cables or whips, electric shocks,
pouring boiling water on victims
and sexual abuse.

In addition, Syrian troops oc-
cupying Lebanon have been re-
ported to have committed re-
venge massacres of unarmed
civilians in that country. Over 200
people have allegedly been killed
and hundreds of others are miss-
ing after being taken away by
Syrian troops.

Past massacres by Syria's
275,000 man army and the elabo-
rate security apparatus of five in-
telligence agencies are well doc-
umented. Hundreds of people
were killed and thousands arrest-

ed to prevent a general strike in

To the Editor:

I am writing to call attention
to the deplorable condition of
human rights in Syria. On March
11, 1986, in a statement delivered
before the 42nd Session of the
UN Commission of Human
Rights, a Syrian delegate de-
clared his governments' intention
to accede to the 1984 Convention
Against Torture. Investigations
suggest that Syrian security
forces continue to utilize torture
on a large scale.

Thousands of political prison-
ers have been imprisoned under
Syria's State of Emergency legis-
lation of 1962 and use of torture
is reported to be routine. Prison-
ers are held incommunicado
without charges or trials for
years. Detainees are said to suffer
from a variety of diseases, caused

Marino D. Tavarez is a senior
in anthropology.
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(Continued from page 4)
ther apart. It is still a world of
blacks and whites and yellows
and reds, Catholics and Protes-
tants and Jews and Muslims,
beautiful people and white collar
and blue collar and homeless,
yuppies and townies and red-
necks and wasps and japs, artsies
and techies and druggies and
nerds and jocks. We have not de-
generated into utopian look-
alikes, but neither have we
learned to accept the differences
between us.

If mankind is mnore comfort-
able, Virginia, it is certainly not
happier. Ours is a world where
The Big Chill's assertion that "I
haven't met very many happy
people in my life; how do they
act?" rings surprisingly and
hauntingly true. People lead bor-
ing, unhappy lives, highlighted
only by infrequent, short bursts
of laughter and true happiness.
Do people really smile at each
other anymore? The world is
populated by miserable souls
with painted-on smiles.

Do I look at the age of Francis
Church and Virginia O'Hanlon
- at the year of 1897 - through
rose-tinted glasses? Am I so na-
ive? Perhaps. It was after all
your time, Virginia, that in the
Industrial Age forced vasts num-
bers of children to work under
ungodly conditions. It was your
age, Virginia, that, outside of
Little Nemo's voyages to fanciful

Slumberland, encompassed the
more than real worlds of the Yel-
low Kid and Dickens' Oliver
Twist. It was your age, Virginia,
that in the succeeding ten years
produced the Spanish-American
War, the Boer War, the assassina-
tion of President McKinley, the
Russo-Japanese War, and later
the first Great War.

Am I a product, as Francis
Church wrote, of the "skepticism
of a skeptical age?" Am I just
another product of the Christmas
blues? Perhaps. But if we can
only say that world of 1897 was
no better than the world of 1987,
then can we truly say we have
lived up to your hopes, Virginia?
Where have the Edisons, the
Wrights, the Marconis, the Bells,
and the Francis Churchs gone?
Whatever happened to Santa
Claus? Virginia, ask yourself
when you go home for Christ-
mas: "Will my children inherit a
better, happier world than
mine?"

No, Virginia, there is not a
Santa Claus. This Christmas,
presents will be a little bigger,
fireplaces a little warmer: the
world may be comfortable on the
outside but its heart is still cold
and there is no place in it any-
more for a Saint Nick.

Peter E. Dunn, a graduate stu-
dent in the department of aero-
nautics and astronautics, is an
arts editor for The Tech.
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Discover how Sheldon- the
Computer Nerd-gets the
big bucks.
Why does a Computer Nerd like
Sheldon end up getting all the job
offers? Find out from your Zenith
the Zenith Data Systems Z-181 Laptop PC

• Dazzling back-lit LCD
screen for crisp text
and great readability

x~; A l \• Dual 3Vz" 720K floppy
disk drives

* Runs virtually all PC-
compatible software
640K RAM
MS-DOS

· A rechargeable battery
for hours of DC power

· Perfect for taking
notes, writing papers and creating graphics on
the spot!

Data Systems Campus Contact.
And ask about the special offer
below. Sheldon says it's definitely
executive material!
Here's the Sheldon Special!

Forexpanded
storage, ask about
the Z-183 Laptop
PC with a 10.5MB
Hard Disk and sing-
le 3W" floppy.

Z-181 Laptop PCI
suggested retail price: $2.399.00

Special Student Price:

$1,199 ®0

THE QUCATY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'
Ask about how you can qualify for easy monthy payments with a Zenith Data Systems Credit Card'

'M pr= oe g.ood ony an purdma thes Zenith Con-t(s) fisted above by students. facutly nd suf for their own use.
o other discots arppy. Lmt one persona compter and one monitor per individu any 12r-montrh priod. Prices suiect to

cdae without notice. 0 1987. eah Data Syrtem

opinion
Our times do. not meet
Church's expectations

ENJOY YOUR HOLIDAY IN NYC
FOR ONLY $14 A NIGHT.

Stay at the New York International Youth HostelM
in the new Times Square Hotel, for only $14 a night,
per person. And have money left over to enjoy your
holiday. You won't miss a thing because the new Times
Square Hotel is located at the heart of it all, Advance
reservations are suggested. Call us Toll Free at
1-8O0-242-4343.

255 West 43rd Street 
New York N.Y. 10036' /

(212)354-7900 _ 

Gor nx flee9AH, HE%wrg GOAAEV
TIS

!

_ECH
CATHOLIC " 

COMMU N ITY

Welcomes You!

Visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems
Campus Contact today: Zenith Data Systems

6 Courthouse Laneei -data Building B
Chelmsford, MA 01824

v- ; s ystems 617/454-8070
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IAP For Freshmen Or 44 Reasons To Leave Home

Aeronautics and Astronautics

I Highlights Of Aeronautics And
Astronautics
See the Guide for details and schedule.

10 Think It'll Fly? Give It A Tryl
Mon, Wed, Fri, Jan 4-8, 12 noon-2 pm,
37-232, labs to be arranged.
Preregister by Dec 12.
Design and build a wing or airplane of your
choice and then test it in a wind tunnel to see
if it works.

Applied Biological Sciences

33 Introduction To Applied Biological
Sciences
Wed, Jan 13, 1-3:30 pm, 16-318

Architecture

50 An Introduction To Architecture
Tues, Jan 26, 2 pm, new exhibition room,
7-431

Biology

81 Undergraduate Life In The Biology
Department
Fri, Jan 8, 10-11 am, 66-160. Preregister by
Jan 4.

Chemical Engineering

104 Chemical Engineering Open House
Thurs, Jan 14, 9 am-12 noon, 66-110

Chemistry

131 Tours Of Chemistry Department Labs
Wed, Jan 27, 12 noon, 2 pm, 4 pro, 2-325

132 Design Lab Kits For 5.11
Mon, Jan 11, 1 pm, 2-325

134 A Novel Approach To Beginning Labwork
See the Guide for details and schedule.

Civil Engineering

150 Careers In Civil Engineering
Wed, Jan 27, 1-2 pm, 1-350

t5i Careers In Engineering Systems And
Computation
Wed, Jan 27, 2-3 pro, 1-350

152 Careers In Environmental Science And
Engineering
Wed, Jan 27, 3-4 pm, 1-350

153 Laboratory Tours In Civil Engineering,
Engineering Systems And Computation,
And Environmental Science And
Engineering
Wed, Jan 27, 4-5 pm, 1-350

155 Die Brucke: Bridge Design Competition
Tues, Jan 5, Thurs, Jan 7, 14, 10 am - 12
noon, 1-235; Wed, Jan 27, 10 am, lobby 10.
Preregister by Dec 15

Earth, Atmospheric- and
Planetary Sciences

Linguistics and Philosophy Physics

500 Tour Of The Nuclear Reactor
Thurs, Jan 14, 10 am-12 noon, NW 12

502 To Neptune And Beyond: The Voyager
Mission
Fri, Jan 8, 1-3:30 pm, 10-250

505 Re-Tooling (Or De-Tooling) Freshman
Physics: Help Design A New Course
Tues-Thurs, Jan 19-21, 1 pm, 8-302

Urban Studies and Planning

580- Urban Explorations
584 Thurs, Jan 21

A series of lectures introducing the
department, and discussing major themes
and current issues in Urban Studies and
Planning.
See the Guide for details and schedule.

Writing Program

Management

302 Open House For Students And Alumni
Mon, Jan 25, 7-9 pm, McCormick Hail, Green
living room.

303 Management Open Houses
Mon-Wed, Jan 25-27, 3-5 pm, E51-332

304 A Brief Introduction To Law
See the Guide for details and schedule.

Materials Science and
Engineering

351 Integration Bee
Thurs, Jan 14, 1:30 pm, 2-101 (preliminaries),
Tues, Jan 26, 7:30 pm,
34-101 (finals)

354 Infinite Series
Wed, Jan 13, 10 am-12:30 prm,
1:30-3:30 pm, 2°390
A crash course on infinite series for those
who will be taking 18.03 in the spring but
missed this topic in their AP calculus.

368 Hydrodynamic Instability Lab Open House
Tues, Jan 19, 1-4 pm, 2-033

Mechanical Engineering Program in Psychology

395 Manufacturing Plant Tours
Contact Corinna Fu, x5-9678 or Alexe Page,
492-0051, for schedule.

397 Frontiers In Mechanical Engineering: IAP
Lecture Series
See the Guide for details and schedule.

Music and Theatre Arts

414 Let's Go To The BSO!
Tues, Jan 12, 7-9 pm, 4-160

417 What Makes Music Tick?
Tues-Thurs, Jan 12-14, 3-5 pm, 20C-108
An introduction to the new Athena Music
Cluster.

Nuclear Engineering

1680 The Who, What, And Where
Of Psychology At MIT
Tues, Jan 19, 9:30-10 am, 2-190.

1681 A Psychoslogical Smorgasbord
Tues, Jan 19, 10-11 am, 2-190
Attendees will choose two out of several half-
hour presentations given by faculty.

1682 A Tasteful Experience
Thurs, Jan 14, 1-3 pm, 1-190
A lecture-demonstration with a leading taste
researcher from Yale.

1683 Psychology: The Explanation Of
Everything
Tues, Jan 19, 11 am-12 noon, 2-190

Science, Techrnology,
and Society

I-I

175 Special Lectures In Earth And Planetary
Sciences
See the Guide for details and schedule.

179 EAPS Open House And Rock Studies
Jan 6, 1:30-10 pmr, 54-915

Participate in Independent Activities Period, January 4-27, 1988.
IAP Guides are available in the lAP Office, room 7-103.

1"M . -, - - --?,.---
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independent Activities Period offers a chance to explore MIT and get to know its people and programs. There are many
intriguing opportunities, which you can find in the IAP Guide. The boldface F at the end of a listing means that the activity is
of special interest to freshmen. Here is a list of introductory and exploratory activities sponsored by academic departments
and programs. Other freshman activities, as well as regular academic courses, are listed on p. 31 of the Guide.

286 Philosophy Open House
Wed, Jan 27, 10 am*12 noon, 20D-207

287 Lectures In Philosophy
See the Guide for details and schedule.

325 Tour Of The Materials Technology
Laboratory, Watertown
Thurs, Jan 14, 8 anm-12:30 pm, depart from
20E-1 26

613 Revising A Paper
Tues, Wed, Jan 5, 6, 1-1:30 pm, 14E-304

Open to all.

1100 The Physics Of The Bicycle Wheel:
Experimental Laboratory
Tues-Fri, Jan 5-28, 1-4 pm, 24-611.
Preregister by Dec 18.

1101 . Reporting science And Technology:
Writing Feature Articles
Mon-Fri, Jan 5-29. First meeting Jan 5, 3 prm,
E40-382. Preregister by Dec 18:

1102 Writing Workshop
Mon-Fri, Jan 11-27, 3-5 pm, 24-619.
Preregister by Jan 8.

1777 Engineers, Scientists, And Public
Controversies: A Case Study Of The
Challenger Disaster
Thurs, Jan 7, 1:30-3:30 pm, 4-231

449 Field Trip To Northfield Mountain Pump
Storage Power Plant
Fri, Jan 22, 9 am-2 pm, NW 12 parking lot.
Preregister by Jan 15.

450 Field Trip To Seabrook Nuclear Power
Plant
Thurs, Jan 21, 10 am-2 pm, NW 12 parking
lot. Preregister by Jan 15.

, - 1 r -"' ~X" ~ T'' ,'

Freshman Alternative ProgramsMathematics
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Please awaken me from
this liberal nightmare

-- ~ ~ ~

The first in a series.
!_

Thining about
your education.
What is most important about your education
often becomes evident only long after your
formal schooling is over. By then, many critical
opportunities to realize your potential may have
irretrievably passed.

We've combined our perspective as educators
and engineers to present a guide to thinking

about the education you are seeking.

Our topics will include:
1. The purpose of education.
2. Your own responsibilities for your

education.
3. Pressure, self esteem and confidence.
4. The foundations of creativity.
5. Understanding and communication.
6. What is college preparing you for?
These guides will appear over the next few
months.
Note: Please see an important announcement in this issue concerning the
Bose Fellowship in Electrical Engineering.

ALM
Bose Foundation
100 The Mountain Road, Framingham, MA 01701

;, '1'rh~ .ly thal. olt'Se-iemir.,-

Also showing, Rainbow Cadena, a laser fantasy featuring classical music. Showings: Thursday,
Friday, Saturday 5:30 PM. Advance tickets available at the box office (cash only) or by calling

23-6664 with credit card only (MasterCard or Visa). Reservations cannot be made over the phone
on the day of the show. Don't miss Chronos also showing evenings at the Omni Theater.
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(Continued from page 5)
in order to continually deliver his
platform.

Gary Hart (a.k.a. Gary Hart-
pence; age: unknown; marital fi-
delity: questionable) has solved
this problem by going on the lec-
ture circuit. This is where my
daydream begins. It seems to me
that if a candidate is pursuing
such a strategy, anyone paying
for one of his political campaign
speeches is contributing to his
campaign. The absurd part of my
dream is that I think I read in
Friday's Tech that the Lecture Se-
ries Committee has done exactly
that.

In this (hopefully dreamed) ar-
ticle, I read some things that-
would be very disturbing if true.
These involved the cost of this
Gary Hart charade. This brave
new experiment into campaigning
first required an initial investment
from LSC of $16,000 for the
speech.

If this $16,000 was collected in
ticket sales, then my only griev-
ance would be that this student
organization was spending its
time and using campus facilities
to organize a political fund rais-
er. However, this was sadly not
the case. The adoring crowd,
with their ironically amusing
chant of "do it," paid a scant
$3620 for the privilege of seeing
their candidate. This correlates to
LSC having spent $12,380 for
Hart's appearance.

A member of LSC was quoted
as saying that they lose money on
all lectures that they hold and
that most of its money was made
back through the weekly movies.

-rDa~ **2> by.;, i e64>--.;-- - -

Unfortunately, most invited lec-
turers were not (or possibly still
are) presidential candidates. Ev-
eryone who has attended an LSC
movie this term may now, by de-
fault, count themselves amoung
the ranks of the Gary Hart
campaign supporters.

Although I know that I can
prove conclusively to myself
whether this talk actually ever oc-
curred or not, I am almost afraid
to do so - because if it did, it
would be such an abridgment of
my political rights that I would
be forced to demand retribution.
LSC does much great work dur-
ing the term; however, it must
not and cannot be allowed to en-
dorse a political candidate and
force the students to pay for it. If
this nightmare turns out to be re-
ality, I hope that some inquiries
are made and the questionable
ethics of such actions are brought
into focus.

Faster than the IBM-PC! I 
I

Includes everything you need for a full iOlMHz Turbo-XT .
system, completely assembled!
- High resolution TITL monochrome monitor 
- Monochrome monitor card (Hercules-graphics compatibl

with parallel printer port. _
- Mini-AT style case, with turbo button/light, reset button 

K.J. Saeger, a graduate student
in the department of aeronautics
and astronautics, is a columnist
for The Tech.

Small Cambridge hi-tech
firm seeks full-time
secretary/administrator.
Responsibilities include
word processing, general
office management and
some bookkeping.
Pleasant atmosphere,
excellent benefits,
parking. Salary negotiable.
Call Michael at 547-8859.

lick h Ptofl Conquers
the Flnal FAonter.

Outer space will never be the same.
Laserium presents Moonrock-a show of 3-D laser graphics,

computer animation and outrageous color set to some great classic
rock 'n roll. Like Led Zeppelin, The Doors, Bowie, Styx, and The
Stones. Among others.

.Moonrock premieres at the Museum of Science .
Planetarium November 12th. Shows are Thursday
anid Sunday at 8:30 PM, Friday and 
Saturday at 8:30 and 10 PM. Ha";lyh .'.

Don't miss Moonrock, it's a giant Pl ie~ ar lul
step for rock and roll.
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Americans cannot give
up their responsibility
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(Continued from page 4)
to lead us?

Specifically, the private life of a
public official should not be the
only issue on the political agen-
da. Otherwise, the judgement of
the voters becomes imbalanced
and impaired. As voters, we have
got to work to balance the issue
of personal character with a can-
didate's past performance and ex-
perience in policy-making, and a
candidate's stand on the national
issues.

It's possible that we have lost
interest in national issues because
we as Americans feel we do not
have the power to change nation-
al policy. Whetter it is in the Per-
sian Gulf, in Central America, or
here at home, we, the people of
this nation, feel powerless to af-
fect and influence events. We see
ourselves as passive bystanders to
the course of American history.

By voting for Ronald Reagan
in 1980 and 1984, we hoped to
find a political leader we could
trust, a man who would break
down the walls between the
people and the government.

But these hopes were dashed
when the American people dis-
covered that the president's ad-
ministration was selling arms to
Iran in order to influence its gov-
ernment. The Reagan administra-
tion had then funded, without
the Congress' knowledge, the
contras' war in Central America.
The president betrayed the peo-
ple's trust. With one face, he told
them he would stand up for
America, that he would not nego-
tiate with terrorists. With another
face, he sold arms to one of the
country's worst enemies. And he
did this behind the backs of the
American people and our
Congress.

Maybe this kind of political se-
crecy makes us believe we have
no input into politics. Finding
ourselves excluded from the deci-
sion-making process, we've de-
cided to abdicate our responsibil-
ity for America's troubles.

We cannot afford to do so. The
world is getting smaller day by
day. The Persian Gulf may be
half a world away, but the blood
shed there could profoundly af-
fect Americans' lives - it could
one day be the blood of our sons
and daughters. In the gulf, the
United States today finds itself in
a dangerous serve-and-volley with
Iran. America responds to Iran-
ian attacks, provoking Iranian re-
prisals, forcing America to re-
spond in kind. The bloody
exchange never seems to end and
it could lead to full-fledged war.
Then whose problem will the
Persian Gulf be?

The fiscal policies our govern-
ment pursues will also affect the
world of our children. The nearly
$3 trillion national debt must be
paid by someone. If we refuse to
do what is needed to bring it
down, the next generation will
have to pay. Not only does the
federal deficit build up the na-
tional debt, it also plays a role in
skyrocketing interest rates, mak-
ing it harder for firms and indi-
viduals to invest in equipment,
education and research. It will
not be easy to bring down the
deficit; it will require sacrifice
and pain. But if we are not will-
ing to shoulder the responsibility,
who will?

Similarly, the poor and home-
less are the problem of every
American. The nation should not
remain oblivious to an underclass
that goes hungry and lacks de-
cent housing and education. If

we do nothing today, the ranks of
the suffering will increase. The
nation's ability to grow will be
hindered by expensive welfare
programs and the -absence of a
large skilled labor force. Its fu-
ture will be plagued by the social
problems - drug addiction and
crime - that poverty and lack of
education foster.

In 1836, Nathaniel Hawthorne
wrote a short story in which a
church minister veiled his face
because he couldn't bear to let
others see his weaknesses, his
flaws. In doing so, he isolated
himself from his loved ones and
lived a lonely life. Hawthorne
was trying to warn us that the ul-
timate tragedy of the human con-
dition is the refusal to accept the
fact that we are human, that we
all have some good and bad in
ourselves.

We've got to understand that
the men and women who will
lead this country are human be-
ings, with personal faults and
weaknesses.

But with humanity also comes
compassion and the resolve to
question the unjust. If we are to
look for the personal qualities of
our leaders, we must find those
men and women who have shown
in their political records that they
care about all the people of this
nation - that they are sincere
and that they hold a deep convic-
tion about where the American
people should stand in the politi-
cal process.

If you buy an IBM Personal System/2 '" Model 25
by the end of this year, you'll not only get a substantial
stude

The computer is a great way to keep on top of'
your class work. It'll store lots of stuff vou need to
remember. And the trunk is real handy for holding
most everything else.

It's a neat idea that's yours for peanuts.

To take advantage of this special deal,
contact your on-campus IBM Education Product
Coordinator. But don't wait too long. This special
offer expires December 31st.

The BI[ Eduacation Product Cordinator
MIT Computer Center
Building 11, Room 209

_ _ll amE
mc | _ ~ IDm lI
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_ mm _ e _ 

Thomas T. Huang, a graduate
student in the department of elec-
trical engineering and computer
science, is a former editor in
chief of The Tech. Niraj S. De-
sai, a sophomore in physics, is an
associate news editor of The
Tech.

)ffer limited to qualified students. faclty and staff who purthase an 18M PersonalSystem/2 Model 25 through their IBM Educatiorn Prdut

(:,snlinatormn or before IDeember 31. 1987. Offerapplies to the IBM Pensonal System/2 Models 8525-001, 8525-004, 8525-C02. and 8525-C05.

'Innk qcluantitie are limited. IBM reserves the right to substitute a unit of comparable value. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for trunk delivery. PersonalSystem/2

i, a trdtiemark of IBM Corporation.

I
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What has a great memory
and comes with a
real handy trunk?

Guess again.

ent discount, we'll throw in a nift extra.

A sturdy, metal tootlocker with hrass trim, 16" x 16" x 2Y.'

L
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20% OFF
Entire Stock of Business Cases,
Portfolios, Frames and Photo Albums
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By Andrew M. Greene
Over a dozen MIT students

joined an estimated 250,000 peo-
ple at "Freedom Sunday," a
march and rally for Soviet Jews
in Washington, D.C. on Sunday.
Rabbi Daniel Shevitz said that
sixteen students went with MIT
Hillel and others may have gone
independently. The march started
at 1 pm at the Ellipse and pro-
gressed to the Mall where the
rally began at 2 pm.

Participants were addressed by
Jewish, Catholic and Protestant
leaders. A black member of the
House of Representatives said
that, just as tens of thousands of
Jews joined the Civil Rights
marches of the 1960's, so too it
was "proper and fitting" that he
join in this rally. "As long as one
Jew is kept against his will in the
Soviet Union, we are all Soviet
Jews," he said.

The demonstration was peace-
ful, with only one arrest for dis-
orderly conduct. A parallel dem-
onstration in Moscow involving
Jews, Armenians and Russian
Orthodox, was broken up by the
police there.

Many of the speakers at the
Washington rally called for "lin-
kage" between aid to the Soviets
and human rights.

One change from May's annual
Solidarity Sunday rally in New
York City was the call for more
rights for the Jews who would
rather remain in the Soviet
Union. In past rallies, the focus
has traditionally been on the re-
fusniks who want to leave the
Soviet Union.

Despite the chilly weather and
wind, most people stayed for
over two hours at the Mall. As
former refusnik Natan Shchar-
ansky put it, "We were told that
Americans wouldn't come to
Washington and stand in the cold
for us. But you came, and winter
retreated."

The leaders of the rally urged
President Reagan to press the hu-
mnan rights issue with General
Secretary Gorbachev in the sum-
mit this week. Leaders of govern-
ment, including Vice President
George Bush, House speaker Jim
Wright (D-TX), and Senate mi-
nority leader Bob Dole (R-KS),
were all received well by the
crowd.

The most striking aspect of the
rally was the wide variety of par-
ticipants. Young and old, Jews
and non-Jews, whites, blacks and
others were all marching together
for a common goal. Parents
brought their babies, and stroll-
ers seemed more common in this
march than the floats in the
Macy's parade on Thanksgiving.

There was a definite feeling of
unity and of community. As
smaller groups broke out in song
before the march, many people
were heartened to hear familiar
melodies being sung by people
who live over 3,000 miles away.
'It made me feel at home, in-
stead of in a crowd of strangers,'*
said Aimee Yermish '$8.

People were packed between
the buildings of the Smithsonian.
The Capitol stood behind the
Diamondvision screen; the Wash-
ington Monument at the rear of
the crowd made a visual exclama-
tion point. "How lucky we are,"
said one person, "to live in a
country where we have the Con-
stitutionally guaranteed rights to
free speech and free assembly.
Someday, soon, we hope our
brothers and sisters in the Soviet
Union will be able to say the
same thing, and to join us in the
West if they want to." And the
crowd chanted, "Mr. Gorbachev,
Let Our People Go."
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Rally backing
Soviet Jews
draws several
M IT students

Reporter's
Notebook

MEMBERS ONLY PRE-CHRISTMAS

DECEMBER 8-12, 1987

Holiday savings on hundreds
of items throughout our
MIT Coop store
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CP places two
MIIT students
in protective
custody

By Thomas T. Huang
The MIT Campus Police

placed an MIT freshwoman and
her boyfriend under protective
custody somewhere off-campus
yesterday after the woman's ex-
boyfriend - believed by the po-
lice to be unstable - came look-
ing for her at New House,
according to a source acquainted
with the case.

The police detained the man
outside of New House. The po-
lice had believed the man to be
armed and unstable, based on in-
formation given to them by an
anonymous phone call. But when
they frisked him, no weapon was
found.

The source said the man had
traveled from his and the fresh-
woman's home state to visit her
in Cambridge. Campus Police
Chief Anne P. Glavin confirmed
that the incident developed from
a relationship dispute, but she
refused further comment.

Blonde, mustached, 6' 3",
about 27 years old, and wearing
a tan trenchcoat, the man had
gained entrance when the New
House deskworker let him in
through the locked front door.
He asked the deskworker where
New House Three was. Failing to
find the woman student, he left
soon afterward, but remained
outside.

At about 3 pm, after a half-
hour search of the dormitory
premises, the police stopped the
suspect as he walked down Am-
herst Alley. The man was brought
to the Campus Police station on
his own free will and was let go
after questioning.

The two MIT students will re-
main in protective custody for
about four days, according to the
source.

I

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1987

The MIT Coop is pleased to offer you, its member, these special coupons that are redeemable at
our MIT Coop at Kendall. It's our Christmas gift to you, the students, faculty, and administrative
staff at MIT.

We invite you to take advantage of this special coupon sale for five days only - December 8-12.
Save on Men's and Women's Fashions, Books and much more! Remember, you must present
these coupons when you make your purchases at the MIT Coop at Kendall.

This sale will not be advertised to the general public!

,. a, -7,1· - , -.
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MIT COOP AT KENDALL
3 Cambridge Center
M-Fri 9:15-9pm
Sundays in December 12-8pm
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ELEKTRA
Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Conduced by Seiji Ozawa.
Starring Hildegard Behrens as EHlektra
Dress-rehersal December 7.
Performancces December 9 & 12 at 8pm.

in for a rare treat. A stage has been erect-
ed in the middle of the orchestra, a stark
black structure which concentrates and fo-
cuses action which is every bit as gripping
as may be found on the world's major
opera stages.

Klystemnestra (Christa Ludwig) is
dressed in bright red, the color of her
blood which is to be spilled. Chrysothemis
(Nadine Segunda) is in an innocent but
garish pink, the color of her flesh which
will survive this plot's denouement. Beh-
rens appears in black, the color of the
stage and of her destiny into both of
which Elektra is to fall lifeless.

At last night's rehearsal, Behrens dis-
played a strong, directed voice. Her cres-
cendi would surge forth violently, yet in
the midst of anguish her words often rang
with a harsh but profound beauty. The
first word Elektra sings is alleint "alone,"
and Behrens' Elektra was a loner living
only to kill her mother (in return for kill-
ing her father).

There were revealing passages of tender-
ness, though. When singing with sister
Chrysothemis, with whom Behrens devel-
ops a frenzied but at times touching rela-
tionship, her voice dissolved fleetingly into
an intoxicating lyricism more readily asso-
ciated with Der Rosenkavalier. There was a
spark of the erotic too, as Behrens sang of
preparing her sister for her husband-to be.

Behrens will be most remembered,
nonetheless, for her most demonic mo-
ments, for her viper-spat incitement to
murder and for her own larger-than-life
dance to her death. Her body spun and
twisted with her voice, her presence inten-
sified by the dark backdrop.

Under Ozawa's baton, the tension
mounts in waves. Each time destiny
strikes, the effect is more powerful.

By JONATHAN RICHMOND

RIFF NOCH EINMAL!,"

44 "Strike, strike again,"
comes the blood-curiling
."jcry from Hildegard Beh-

rens, starring in the arresting production
of Elektra to be performed by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra tomorrow and Satur-
day nights in Symphony Hall.

If last night's dress-rehearsal is a premo-
nition of things to come, the audiences for
the actual performances later this week are

Hildegard Behrens
Straurss's orchestration is rich, and Ozawa
knows how to capture its subtleties. The
sound is open, crisp and alive with excite-
ment. His orchestral forces for this pro-
duction are massive - there is enough
tympani alone to keep a major army on
the march - but sharply controlled. Bas-
soons and clarinets generated deliciously
wicked tensive undercurrents, continuous-
ly exploring the work's darker themes. The
brass showed restraint when demanded,
but when the time came to lunge, they
were red-hot. Strings performed with a
precision and alertness that suggests no
less than a renaissance for Ozawa and the
BSO.

At times Ozawa elicited an almost eu-
phoric lightness from the orchestra. An
undeniable longing for understanding and
feeling of closeness between Elektra and
Chrysothemis was underlined by tremo-
lous strings and fragrant winds. Elektra is
anl opera dominated by themes of torment,
revenge and death, but Ozawa exposed
other themes too, making this a produc-
tion that will long be regarded as a Iand-
mark in the orchestra's history.

The concerts are sold-out, but as always
the BSO will be selling rush tickets for
only $5.50 at Spm on Saturday. You are
advised to come early, as demand can be
expected to be heavy.Christa Ludwig
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A Macintosht personal computer and an
2 _ _ 2. ImageWriterll printer
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Ozawa ls Eektra prodauction will be landamat for BSO

Buapine~wih~~xr~~~cnt ~ ndcose~0p

Save $75 on a Macintosh Plus Bundle"
Save $100-125 on a Macintosh SE EBundle*

'Bundles include Macintosh and Imagewriter II Bundle

MIT Microcomputer Center
Room 11-209

Hours: 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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MIT CHAMBER CHORUS
With soloists Chinny Yue C and

Kenneth Gaodson '89.
And chamber orchestra.
Conducted by John Oliver.
Killian Hall, December 6.

MIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
With soloist Abbott Ruskin.
Conducted by David Epstein.
Kresge Auditorium, December 5.

By JONATHAN RICHMOND

OHN OLIVER'S FABULOuJS new MIT
Chamber Chorus provided the
highlight of this weekend's musicJ making at MIT, In hardly any time

at all Oliver has spirited up an ensemble of
rich, warm sound, discipline and
seemingly unbounded energy.

Killian Hall was packed out for Sunday
afternoon's concert, and everyone who
came was clearly delighted with the chal-
lenging and varied program on offer.

Most noteworthy was the performance
of Bach's Canatata Nun danket aile Gott,
BWV 192. The chorus, full-bodied and at-
tractive of tone, showed a fine balance be-
tween its different voices, flexibility and
enthusiastic expressiveness to boot. The
two soloists in the second verse - Chinny
Yue G and Kenneth Goodson? '89 - were
particularly notable, Yue for her glowing,
polished soprano line, Goodson for his
phrasing and projection. They sounded
very good together.

As if these were not treats enough, Oli-
ver had rounded up a splendid chamber
orchestra to provide additional pleasure.
The passing of melo~dy from flutes to
oboes during the first verse was charming,
the oboes seemingly. trying to assert their
authority while chased by flighty flutes..
The interaction made the music smile. The
violinists were vivacious, and cellist Sam
Osofsky '88 supplied a bubbling bass line
with a nice touch of humor.

Fhf Lieder, Op. 104 by Brahms was also
on offer during the first half. The songs
were evocatively performed; I particularly
liked the decipiecooaio uin h

The MIVIT Symphony Orchestra
Lisette W. Larnbregts/The Tech

third song, Letztes Gluck, the lilting successful readings, and the afternoon
rhythm of the second, Nachtwache and ended with vigorous performances of three
the feeling of restless movement during the songs by Bacon. John Hardy had a biting,
fourth, Verlorng Fooend. almost desperate edge, Colorado Trail

The second half of the concert opened came across soft and soulful, Shouting
with a change of pace. The chorus was Pilgrim was adrenal, firm, the battle cry of
quite up to providing the pleasing polypb- a talented new MIT performing ensemble
ony the three works of Josquin demanded. that has clearly set themselves firmly on a
Six songs by Hindemith were also given winning track.

A. Save $2 on Chantpfon T-Shkt

100% cotton, available in red. 8
Sizes S-L.

Our Reg. 9.00

B. Save $2 on andknit CGyrm Short

50/50 cotton/poly, available 98
in r. Sizes S-XL.

Our Reg. 10.00

^ C. Sav*4 ao Champion FootballJers

1009% cotton, available in red 61 §
or natural. Sizes S-XL. 9 

Our Reg. 15.00

D. Save 4 on Champka Swotshit

50/50 cotton/poly, available 1 go99
in red or white. Sizes S-XL.

Our Reg. 17.00

E. Save $10 on Discus Swatshirl

50S50 cotton/poly zippered
hooded sweatshirt, available

in grey. Sizes M-L. . -
Our Rep. 25.00

F. Save S7 on Gear Swieabtrl

60/40 cottonspoly avaiable in
white with red inserts. Sixes

S-XL.1 8
Our Reg. 25-00

B G. Save $7 on Ilnwwnf Place

80/20 cotton/poly, available
in whits with red trim. Sizes

L-XL.1 8
Our Rag. 27.00

NOT SHOWN
Save $2 on Champion T-Shist

50/50 cotton/poly Ringer Aft
t-shirt available in white with

red trim. Sizes S-XL.
Our Reg. 9.00

Save $4 an Champlim T-Shkt

1 00% cotton reversible
t-shirt available in red/white so

combination. Sizes S-XL. 11 
Our Reg. 16.00
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Choorus has rich warin sound and unboundad energy

M~ ~IT IS BLESSED with a Sympho-
ny Orchestra that can work

wonders at times, but last

Saturday night they were not

consistently in top form. The ensemble

was at its best during the final work, An-

ton Rubinstein's Piano Concerto No. 4,

with Abbott Ruskin, soloist.
(Please turn to page 18)

Savo $s on Go Swqa ilut

35/65 cotton/poly inside-out 9
sweatshirt available in grey.

Sizes XS-L.209
Our Reg. 30.00
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* * + CRUTIC'S CHOICE * * *
he Nutcracker, presented by Boston
Ballet, continues through Janlary 3
at the Wang Center for the Perform-
ing Arts, 270 Tremont Street, in the
heart of Boston's theater district.
Tickets: S14 to S37. Tel: 787-8000.

ON CAMPUS
Thomas Efison: After the Eleetric Light,
photographs illustrating Edison's work
and enterprises after he invented the elec-
tric light, continues through Decem-
ber 24 at the Comptdn Gallery of the
MIT Mluseum, just off the infinite corri-
dor between lobbies 10 & 13. Gallery
hours are weekdays 9-5. No admission
charge. Telephone: 253-444.

Walter Poon, Evelyn Hui, and Xiang
Ming Zeng, photographs and paintings
in modemn and traditional styles by Chi-
nese artists, continues through January 2
at the MIT Museum Building, 265 Mas-
sachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Gallery
hours are Tues-Fri 9AS and Sat-Sun 12 4.
Admission: $2 requested donation. Tele-
phone: 253 4444.

Puzzles Old and New, the largest and
most diverse collection of puzzles; ever
assembled for public exhibition, continc-
ues through January 3 at the MIT Muse-
um Building, 265 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge. Galtery hours are Tules-Fri 9-
5 and Sat-Sun 12-4. Admisslion- 52 re-
quested donation. Telephone: 253 4444.

198;S Wildlife Photography Exhibition,
SO pfize-winning photographs fromn in-
ternational competition, continues
through January 30 at the MIT Museum,
265 Massachusetts Avenue (N52-2nd
floor). Gallery hours are Tues-Fri 9-5,
Sat-Sun 12 4. No admission charge. Tele-
phone: 253 4444.

* i, * CRMTICS CHOICE + t *
Gsugob and HLs Cirde in Brittany:
The Prints of tl¢ Pont-Aveu School, a
collection of rare prints by a number
of prominent nineteenth-century
Frentchi artists of the Pont-Aven Circle,
continues through December 13 at the
Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Hunting-
ton Avenue, Boston. Tel: 267-9300. * * * CRIUTC'S CHOICE n * *

The National Iaoe Company of Son-
epl, presented by Dance Umbrella,
performs at 8 pm at The Strand The-
atre, 543 Columbia Road, Dorchester.
Also presented December 12. Tickets:
S13.50 and S16.50, $11 and S14
Dance Umbrella members. Telephone:
492-7578-
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Cherry, the world premiere of the vaude-
ville-inspired musical, continues indefi-
nitely at Nucleo Eclettico, 216 Hanover
Street, Boston. Performances are Thurs-
Sat at 8 pm. Tickets: S10 advance/512 at
the door. Telephone: 367-8056.

. I . .

A Child's Christmas in Wales, Dylan
Thomas' warm remembrance of his
childhood, continues through Decem-
ber 23 at the Lyric Stage, 54 Charles
Street, Boston. Performances are Wed-
Fri at 8 pm. Sat at 5 pm and 8 pm, and
Sun at 3 pm. Tickets: $10 to $13. Tele-
phone: 742-1790.

A Cbristtas Carol, adapted from
Charles Dickens by the New Ehrlich
Company, continues through Decem-
ber 23 at the New Ehrlich Thheaue, 539
Tremont Street, Boston. Performances
are Tues-Fri at 8 pm, Sat at 5 pm and
8 pm, anrdi Sun at 2 prn. Tickets: S8 to
SIS. Telephone: 482-6316.

Coaternpora Insanity, a collection of
satirical songs and sketches portraying a
sophisticated and offbeat look at modern
life, continues at the Boston Bakced The-
atre, 255 Elm Street, Davis Square in
Somerville. Performances are Thurs at
8 pm, and Fri-Sat at 8 pmr and 10:30 pm.
Tickets: 58 Thurs, $9.50 Fri-Sat. Tele-
phone: 628-9575.

Forbidden Brodway 19t7, the rnusical
comedy revue with parodies of various
famous personalities, continues indefi-
nitely at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel
Terrace Room, Park Square. Perfor-
mances are Tues-Fri at 8 pm, Sat at 7
and 10 pm. Sun at 3 and 6 pm. Tickets:
515 to $21.50. Telephone: 357-8384.

Gillette, Williamn Hauptiman's play about
the adventures of two drifters who arrive
in the modem-day boom town of Gil-
lette, continsues through January 22 -at
the Ammiecani Repertory Theatre, Loeb
Drama Center, 64 Brattle Street, Cam-
bridge. Performances are Tues-Fri at
8 pm. Sat at 2 pm and 8 pm, and Sun at
2 pm and 7 pma. Tickets: $13 to S26.
Telephone: 547-8300.

Harpies Bizre, Lydia Sargent's feminist
satire, continues through DecembeT 19 at
the Nenvbury Street Theatre, 565 Boyl-
ston Street in Copley Square. Perfor-
mances are Thurs-Sat at 8 pm. Tickets:
S4 Thu~rsdays, $6 Fridays and Saturdays.
Telephone: 262-7779.

Loot, Joe Orton's hilarious parody of the
stereotype of the British master detective,
continues through December 12 at the
Alley Theatre, 1253 Cambridge Street,
Cambridge. Performances are Theurs-Sun
at 8,pm. Tickets: S12 general, S10 -sen-
iors and students. Telephone: 491-8166.

Nmawsene, the heavenly musical cornedy
that features five singing, dancing, romp,
ing nuns, continues through January 3 at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Wairenton
Street. Boston. Performances are Tues-
Fri at 8 pin, Sat at 6 pm and 9 pin. with
Thur and Sun matinees at 2 pm and
3 pm respectively. Tickets: $15.50 to
S26.50. Telephone: 426-6912.

DANCE
Eva Dean Danee Company presents
Urtidy Packages at 8 pm at Mobius, 334
Congress Street, Boston. Continues
through December 13. Tickets: S7. Tele-
phone: 542-7416.

FILM & VIDEO
The MIT Lecture Series Committee pre-
sents Lethal Weapon, starring Mel Cib,
son and Danny Glover, at 7 pm and
10 pm in Kresge. Admission: $1.50. Tele-
phone: 225-9179.

The Somerville Theatre presents The
Terminator (1985) at 6 pm & 10 pm and
Robocop (1987) at 8 pm. Located at 55
Davis Square in Somerville, just by the
Davis Square T-stop on the red line.
Telephone: 625-1081.

The Harvard-Epworth Church presents
Michelangelo Antonioni's 11 Grido (The
Cry, 1957) at 8 pan. Located at 1555
Massachusetts Avenue, just north of
Harvard Square. Admission: $2 contri-
bution. Telephone: 354-0837.

The Brattlc lTheatre continues its Thurs-
day series World Cinema: France with
The Hoarse of Pride (1980, Claude Cha-
brol) at 3:30 &: 7:40 and Harvest (1937,
Marcel Pagnol) at 5:40 & 9:50. Located
at 40 Bratte Street in Harvard Square.
Tickets: $4.75 (good for the double fea-
ture). Telephone: 876 6837.

The Harvard Film Archive begins its se-
ries Films by Jean-Pierreb Lefebvre with
Les dernieres fiencailles {The Last Be-
trothal, 1973), faith the director attend-
ing the screening, at 8 pm. Located at
the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts,
24 Quiincy Street in Harvard Square.
Tickets: S3. Telephone: 495-4700.

The Museum of Fine Arts continues its
film series A Woman's Vision: Six by
Hungarian Director Marta AMeszaros
with Adoption (1975) at 5:30 pm and
Nine Monfth (1976) at 8 pin. Presented
in the MFA's Remis Auditorium, 465
Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tickets:
S3.50 general, $3 MEA nmembers, seniors,
and students. Telephone: 267-9300.

The Boston Film/Video Foundation pre-
sents Cooperatlon of Parts, Dhplaced
Person (16mmx filmn, Dan Eisenberg) at
8 prn Also presented December II. Lot
catcd at 1126 Boylston Street, Boston.
Tickets: SS/$4. Telephone: 536-1540.

POPULAR MUSIC
Pablo Moses, with special guests The
New Generation BHnd, performs at the
Channel, 25 Necco Street, near South
Station in downtown Boston. Tickets:
$6.50 advance/57.50 at the door. Tele-
phone: 451-1905.

Luca, Native Sons, and Evangelists per-
form at T.T. the Bear's, 10 Brookline
Street, Cambridge. Telephone: 492-0082.

Oliver de Coque and his 12-piece African
Al! Stars perform at 9 pm at Nightstage,
823 Main Street, Cambridge. Tickets: $8.
Telephone: 497-8200.

POPULAR MUSIC
Anthrax, with guests Celtic Frost and
Exodus, perform at the Orpheum The-
atre. Tickets: $15. Telephone: 492-1900
or 787-8000.

Fetchin' Bones and Share the Faith per-
form at Axis, 13 Lansdiowne Street, just
across from the entrance to the bleachers
at Fenway Park. Telephone: 262-2437.

Picasso Jonles, After Life, and Explosion
Perform at T.T. the Bear's, 10 Brookline
Street, Cambridge. Telephone: 492-0082.

Terrnce Simko n od the Msllet Playboys
perform at 9 pm at N~ightstage, 823 Main
Street, Cambridge. Tickets: S8. Tele-
phone: 497-8200.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The Boston Symphony Orchestra, wvith
soprano Hildegard EBehrens, presents
semi-staged performances of Richard
Strauss's zEVektro' at 8 pm in Symphony
Hall, corner of Huntington and Massa-
chuseus Avenues. Also presented D~ecem.
ber 12. Tickets: S15.50 to S41. Tele-
phone: 266-1492.

The BIoston Conservatory' Wind Ensem-
ble performs works by Stravinsky,
Grainger, Miihaud,-and Gould at 8 pmn
in Seully Hall, 8 The Fenway, Boston. No
admission charge. Telephone: 53"-340.

FILM & VIDEO
The Brattle Theatre continues its
Wednesday series Films by the Score with
a Sergei Eisenstein double bill, Alex-
ander Nevslky (1938) at 3:45 a 7:40 and
Ivan the Terrible, Ponl I (I 944) at 5:45 &
9:40. Located at 40 Brattle Street in Har-
vard Square. Tickets: S4.75 (good for the
double feature). Telephone: g16-6837.

The Institute of C~ontemnporary Art pre,
sents. Twenty Years Laster (Eduardo Cou-
tinho) at 7:30 pm. Continues through
December 13. Located at 955 Boylston
Street, Boston. Tickets: S4.50 general,
$3.50 ICA members, seniors, and -stu-
dents. Telephone: 266 5152.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Wednesday films series Classics with Vit.
toria de Sica's Sclsca (Shoes-hine, 1946)
at 5:30 & 8 pm. The HFA also continues
its Wednesday series N~on-F.;ction Klm
with Waiting for Fidel (1974, Mfichael
Rubbo) and Jean-Luc Godard's Idet afl-
leurs (pHere and Elsewh~ere, 1t16) at 5:30
& 8 pm in Room B 04. Located at the
Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, 24
Quincy Street in Harvard Square. Tick-
ets: S3. Telephone: 495-4700.

Over Nothing At All, Nathalie Sarrau:e's
play probing the hidden world of sensa-
tion and reflex, presented by Theatre S.,
continues through December 19 at St.
Peter's Church, 838 Massachusetts Ave-
nue, Cambridge. Tickets: $10 general,
$6.50 students. Telephone: 625-6087.

Shear Madness, the long-running comic
murde: mystery, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston. Performances are Tues-
Fri at 8 pm, Sat at 6:30 and 9:30 pm,
Sun at 3 and 7:30 pmn. Tickets: $16 and
S19. Telephone: 426-6912.

The Winter's rTal, William Shakespear-
e's moving portrayal of King Leontes of
Sicilia, continues through 13ecaxmber 20
as a presentation of the Huntington The-
atre Company at the Boston University
Theatre, 264 Huntingtonl Avenue, Bos-
ton. Tickets: $12 to $27. Tel: 266-3913.
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Ellsworth Kelly: Works on Paper and
Ellswortb Kelly: Seven Paintings contin-
ue through January 31 at the Museum of
Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Bos-
ton. Telephone: 267-9300.

Tbdal Traditions of Kenya, a multimedia
exhibit highlighting the infinite cultural
variety of this East African country, con-
tinues through February 28 at the Muse-
um of Science Steams Gallery, Science
Park, Boston. Telephone: 5890250 or
189-0253.

CLSICAL MUSIC
The MIT Chamber Music Socekty per-
formns works by Kuhlau, Debussy, Psoko-
fieff, and others at 9 prn in Milian Hail,
Building 14. Also presented December 9.
No admission charge. Tel: 253-2906.

The Mello Quaret peforms works by
Haydn, Webern, and Brahms at 8 pmn in
the Edward Pickman Concert Hall,
Longey School of Music, corner of Foflen
andi Garden Streets, Cambridge. Tickets:
$10 general, St seniors and stuldents.
Telephone: 876-0956.

DAWNCE __
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S
.lI/Celebration + Commitment, an ex-

hibition of work by the photography fac-
ulty of the Art Institute of Boston, con-
tinues through December 31 at the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Gallery,
600 Atlantic Avenue, across from South
Station in downtown Boston. Gallery
hours are Mon-Fri 10-4. Telephone: 973-
3454 or 973-3368.

* * s CRITIC'S CHOICE * lo s
Steve Reich, composer, discsses his
ideas in a lecture illustrated with
taped musical excerpts, at 8 pm in Re-
mis Auditorium, Museum of Fine
Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Bos-
ton. Tickets: $7.50 general, $6.50
MFA members, seniors, and students.
Telephone: 267-9300 e%. 306.

j * * CRlTIC'S CHOICE * * *
Andrew Wyeth: The Helg Pictures
- the controversial exhibition of 140
sketches, drawings, and paintings ex-
ecuted between 1971 and 1985 of
Wyeth's neighbor, Helga Testorf -
continues through January 3 at the
Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Hulnting-
ton Avenue, Boston. Tel: 267-9300.

OFF CAMPUS
Napoleon in the Eyes of his Contempo-
raries, prints from France, Great Britain,
and the German and Italian States of his
time, continues through December at
Boston University's Mugar Memorial Li-
brary, Department of Special Collec-
tions, 771 Commonwealth Avenue, Bos-
ton. Gallery hours are Mon-Thurs 8 am-
11 pm, Fri-Sat 8 am-5 pm, and Sun
10 am-l I pm. No admission charge.
Telephone: 353-2134-

Carved in Marble: American Sculpture,
IS30-1N0, ant exhibition of works in
marble by the first Americans to study in
Italy and pursue professional careers as
sculptors, continues through Decmber
at the Museumn of Fine Arts, 465 Hun-
tington Avenue, Boston. Tel: 267-93CD.

The Dot Projet: Paintings by member
and students of Kaji Aso Studio, contin-
ues through Decernber 8 at Kaji Aso Stu-
dio, 40 S~t. Stephen Street, Boston. No
admission charge. Telephone: 247-1719.

Illusion In ArL: Dsciption/Perception/
Demeption, an exhibition examining late
20th century premises of illusionism,
continues through December 13 at the
Boston University Art Gallery, 855 Comn-
monwealth Avenue, Boston. Gallery
hours are Mon-Fri 10fi4, Fri 7-9, and Sat-
Sun 1-5. Telephone: 353-3345.

* . e .

Currentsc Edpr Heap of Birds, pastel
drawings of words executed in an expres-
sive manner and several abstract paint-
ines, continues through January 17 at
the Institute of Contemporary Art, 955
Boylston Street, Boston. Also continuing
through January 17, Cindy Sherman, a
photography exhibit exploring the issues
of image and personality and how a view-
er perceives each. Gallery hours are Wed-
Sun 11-5 and Thurs-Fri until 8 pm. Ad-
rission: $3.50 general, S2 students, Sl
seniors and children, free on Fridays
after 5 pn. Telephone: 266-5152.

Art In Tbe Computer Age, demonstrat-
ing the role of instant photography in the
future of imaging through an overview of
recent advances in computer-generated
work, continues through December 19 at
the Clarence Kennedy Gallery, 770 Main
Street, Cambridge. Gallery hours are
Tues-Sat 11-5. No admission charge.
Telephone: 577-5177.

Charles Sheel;r: Paintings, Drawings,
PBhoograpbs, featuring works spanning
Sheeler's nearly SO0year career and ex-
ploring his remarkable versatility and
originality, continues through January 3
at the Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Hun-
tington Avenue, Boston. Tel: 267-9300.

FILM & VIDEO
The Somerville Theatre continues its se-
ries Murder by Hitchcock with The Man
Who Knew Too Muhe (1936), stamrng
Peter Lorre, at 6:15 & 9:30 and The
Lady Vanishes (1938) at 7:45. Also pre-
sented December 9. Located at 55 Davis
Square in Somerville, just by the Davis
Square T-stop on the red line. Tele-
phone: 625-1081.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Tuesday film series Great Directors with
Ingmar Bergman's Smiles of a Summer
Nighlt (1955) at 5:30 and 8 pm. Located
at the Carpenter Center for the Visual
Arts, 24 Quincy Street in Harvard
Square. Tickets: S3. Tel: 495-4700.

The Brattle Theatre continues its Tues-
day series Independent Filmmakers
Showncse with ITS (1987, Johan van der
Keuken) at 5 pm and 8 pm. Located at
40 Brattle Street in Harvard Square.
Tickets: S5. Telephone: 876 6837.

(617) 266-6014
273 Newbury Street

Today's catch is Boston Schrod. Tomorrow it could be
Atlantic scallops or jumbo shrimp. The duckling in
raspberry sauce is also quite a catch. Or how does a hearty
deli sandwich with something from the bar sound? Well,
no matter what you choose, it'll be served the original
S&S way. Fresh. Delicious. And plenty of it. So come to
the S&S and catch up on the good times.

Rap 
Restauriamt

A Great Find Since 1919.
Breakfast. Lunch, Dinner. Mon.-Sat. 7:00ain-12:00pm, Sun. 8:00am-12:00pm. Inman Square, 1334 Cambridge St., Cambridge, 354-0777.

A R T
EXHIBITS

Italian Renaissance Mmiolica from the
William A. Clark Collection opens today
at the Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Hun-
tington Avenue, Boston. Continues
through February 6. Tel: 267-9300.

LECTU lRES

Q 
Compiled by Peter Dunn

We are a worldwide
network of student
travel specialists arnd
a one-stop travel
shop. Special fares
include EURO¢>PE, tile
SOUTH PACIFIC and
much mosre.

a Scheduled airlines a Rail passes
a International student I.D's

GREAT FOODS GREAT PRICESo

STUOEMT

PI9 NICOK

_rI
AND NOW FOR THE CATCH,
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* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
James Taylor performs at 8 pm at the
Colonial Theatre, 106 Boylston
Street, Boston. Also presented De-
cember 12. Tickets: $25, $50, $75,
and WiOO. Telephone: 426-9366,

* * * CRITIC'S CH(OICE * * *
Ladysm;th Black Mambazo performs
at 8 pm in Symphony Hall, corner of
Huntington and Massachusetts Ave-
nues, Boston. Tickets: $15 and
$17.50. Telephone: 787-8000.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The MIT Chambey Music Society pre-
sents duets and solos by Schubert, Schu-
mann, Mozart, Berlioz, Purcell, and
Gounod at 5 pm in Killian Hall, Building
14. No admission charge. Telephone:
253-2906.

Collage performs works by Boston com-
posers at 8 pmn at the Longy School of
Music, Follen and Garden Streets, Cam-
bridge. Telephone: 437 0231.

Ile Boston Conservatory Festival Cho-
rus and Orcesftra performs Mozart's
Coronavion Mfas and Poulenc's Gloria at
8 pm in St. Cetelia's Church, corner of
B~elvidere and St. Cecelia Streets, Bos-
ton. No admission charge. Telephone:
536 340.

FILM & VIDEO
The Brattle Th~eatre continues its Mon-
day series Filr Noir with Notorious
(1946, Alfred Hitchcock) at 3:45 & 7:40
and Autumn Leaves (1956, Robert Al-
drich) at 5:40 & 9:35. Located at 40
Brattle Street in Harvard Square. Tick-
ets: S4.75 (good for the double feature).
Telephone: 876-6837.

The Hiarvard Film Archive continues its
Monday film series Great Directors with
Eric Rohmer's The Marquise of 0.
11972) at 5:30 and 8:00. Located at the
Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, 24
Quincy Street in Harvard Square. Tick-
ets: 53. Telephone: 495-4700.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Scruffy the Cat and the Condo Pyg-
mies perform at the Paradise, 967
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.
Telephone: 254-2052.

s * * CRIM1C'S CHOICE * * *
Botthole Surfers, with Voleano Suns
and 'Ie Bags, perform at the Chan-
nel, 25 Necco Street, near South Sta-
tion in downtown Boston. Tickets:
$7.50 advance/58.50 at the door.
Telephone: 451-1905.

* * * CRITICS CHOICE e * *
B.B. King performs at the Berklee
Performance Center, 135 Massachu-
setts Avenue, Boston. Tickets: S16.50.
Telephone: 720-3434 or 497-1118.

Nervous Eaters, with guests The Bristols,
perform at the Channel, 25 Nccco Street,
near South Station in downtown Boston.
Tickets: $3.50. Telephone: 4511905.

Chain Link Fence, Deep 6, Luddites,
and 13 Engines perform at the Rat, 528
Commonwealth Avenue in Kenmore
Square. Telephone: 536-9438.

Swimmingt Pool Q's, The Squals, and
Tall Paul perform at T.T. the Bear's. 10
Brookline Street, Cambridge. Telephone:
49200B2.

CLA SSICAL MUSIC
Joran La Barbrsr, voice, performs as part
of the Composers in Recital Series at
8 pmn in the Elizabeth Killian Hall, Hay-
den Library Building. Tickets: S8 gener-
al. S4 MIT students. T~el: 253-2906.

The MITA Concertc Band performs at
8 pmn in Kresge Auditorium. No admis-
sion charge. Telephone: 253-2906.

Quadrivium preents Ari'se and Wake at
8 pm in St. James's Episcopal Church,
1991 Massachusetts Avenue, C:amnbridge.
Admission: $6 suggested donation. Tele-
phone: 923-1424.

FILM & VIDEO
The MIT Lecture Series Commnittee pre-
sents Masters of the Universe, starring
Dolph Lundgren, at 7 pm and 10 pmn in

* * * CRIMICS CHOICE * * *
The Harvard-Epwortl Church pre-
sents Wise Blood (1979, John Huston)
at 8 pm. Located at 1555 Massachu-
setts Avenue, just north of Harvard
Square- Admission: $2 contribution.
Telephone: 354-0837.

The Brattle Theatre continues its Sunday
film series Vintage Hollywood with
Humoresque (1947, Jean Negulesco) at
3:05 !k 7:40 and Now Voyager (1942, Ir-
ving Raper) at 1:00, 5:25, & 9:50. Locat-
ed at 40 Brattle Street in Harvard
Square. Tickets: S4.75 (good for the
double feature). Telephone: 876-6837.

* * * CRMTC'S CHOICE * * *
The Heande and Haydn Society pre-
sents Handel's Messiah at 7:30 pm in
Symphony Hall, comer of Hunting-
ton and Massachusetts Avenues, Bos-
ton. Also presented December 13.
Tickets: 512 to $32. Tel: 266-3605.

The Boston String Quartet performs
quartets by Haydn, Beethoven, and Evan
Harlan at 12:30 in the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston's auditorium, 600 Atlan-
tic Avenue, across from South Station in
downtown Boston. No admission charge.
Telephone: 973-3454 or 973-3368.

New England Conservatory C~horus pre-
sents Johann Sebastian Bach's Mass in b
minor at 8 pmn in Jordan Hall, 30 Gains-
borough Street, Boston. Tickets: S5 gen-
eral, 53 seniors and students.

POPULA R MUSIC

... . , , i . .. ,|.,..... __

classified
advertising

POPULAR MUSIC
Right Time and Bim Skala Binm perform
at 9 pm at Nightstage, 823 Main Street,
Cambridge. Tickets: $5. Tel: 497-8200.

Buzz & The Gang, Bullet Lavolla, Eels.
and Anastasia Screamed perform at the
Rat, 528 Commonwealth Avenue in Ken-
more Square. Telephone: 536-9438.

The Reivers perform at T.T. the Bear's.
10 Brookline Street, Cambridge. Tele-
phone: 492 0082.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The MIT Women's Chorale performs a
holiday concert at 3 pm in Room 10-250-
No admission charge. Telephone: 253-
2906 or 253-ART S.

Pro Arte Chamber Orchestm performs
Haydn's The C3reation at 3 prn inl Sand-
ers Theater, Harvard University Cam-
bridge. Tickets: $6 to $15. Telephone:
661-7067.

Fromm Music presents A Tribute to
Maurice Ravel at 8 pm in Sanders The-
atre, Harvard University. Cambridge. No
admission charge. Telephone: 495-2791.

FILM St VIDEO
The Somerville Theatre continues its film
series Murder by Hitchcock with Murder
(1930) at 5:30 & 9:45 and Rebecc2
(1940), starring Laurence Olivier and
Joan Fontaine, at 7:30- Also presented
December i4. Located at 55 Davis
Square in Somerville, just by the Davis
Square l-stop on the red line. Tcle-
phone: 625-1081.

AD_
THEATER

The Festival of Light and Song, a unique
blend of music, dance, theater, humor,
and audience participation, is presented
at 8 pm in Tremont Temple, 88 Tremont
Street, Boston. Also presented Decem-
ber 12 at 3 pm and 8 pm. Telephone:
861-0649.

DANCE

The Museum of Fine Arts continues its
film series Japan and World War II: Now
and Then with Soldiers at the front (Fu-
mio Kramei, 1939) at 5:30 pm and Air-
plane Drone (Tomotaka Tasaka, 1939) at
8 pm. Presented in the MFA's Remis
Auditorium, 465 Huntington Avenue,
Boston. Tickets: S3.50 general, $3 MFA
members, seniors, and students. Telc-
phone: 267-9300.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
series Films by Jean-Pierre Lefebvre with
Au rythme de mon coeur (To The
Rhythm of my Heart, 1981-84) at 7 pm
and Les fleurs sausages (Wildflowers,
1982) at 9 pm. Au rythme. . . is also pre-
sented December 12 at 9 pm. Located at
the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts,
24 Quincy Street in Harvard Square.
Tickets: $3. Telephone: 495-4700.

POPULR MUSIC _

POPULA R MUSIC
Kiss, with, special guests Ted Nugent,
performs at the Worcester Centrum.
Tickets: $16.50. Telephone: 1-3004682-
S080 or 787-8000.

Queen Ids and the Bon Temps Zydeco
Band and Lucky 7 perform at 7:30 and
10 pn at Nightstage, 823 Main Street,
Cambridge. Tickets: $10. Telephone:
497-8200.
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Yes performs at the Worcester Centrum.
Tickets: S15 and $17.50. Telephone: 492-
1900 or 787-8000.

POPULA R MUSIC
Molly Hatchet, with St. John and Union
Flagg, performs at the Channel, 25
Necco Street, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: $6.50 ad-
vance/S7.50 at the door. Tel: 451-1905.

Roomful of Blues and The Great Divide
perform at the Paradise, 967 Common-
wealth Avenue, Boston. Tel: 254-2052.

Cave Dogs, Rash of Stabbings, What
Now, and Mantarays perform at the Rat,
528 Commonwealth Avenue in Kenmore
Square. Telephone: 536-9438.

A Scantnr Dardky, Beg People, and
Think Treemrforn at T.T. the Bear's, 10
Brookline Street, Cambridge. Telephone:
492-0082.

Jim Carroll, with special guest Danny
lMydiac, performs at Axis, 13 Lans-
downe Street, just across from the en-
trance to the bleachers at Fenway Park.
Telephone: 262-2437.

Lvinigston Twrler performs at 7:30 and
10 pm at Nightstage, 823 Main Street,
Cambridge. Tickets: S10. Telephone:
497-8200.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The MIT Chamber Music Sockety pre-
sents vocal and instrumental works at
5 pm in KCillianl Hall, Building 14. No ad-
mission charge. Telephone: 253-2906.

Callope Consort performs as part of the
MErT Chapel Noon Hour series at 92:05
in the MIT Chapel. No admission
charge.,7clephone: 253-2906.

.* *.*

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Nancy Compton-Dane Theatre, pre-
sented by Dance Umbrella, performs
Cities and other dances at 8 pmr in
Tower Auditorium, Massachusetts
College of Art, 625 Huntington Ave-
nue, Boston. Tickets: S10 general,
58.50 Dance Umbrella members, $5
with MCA student ID. Telephone:
491-7377.

Rick Berlin - The Movie, Water World,
and Chayface perform at T.T. the Bear's,
10 Brookline Street, Cambridge. Tele-
phooe: 492 0082.

. 4 * *

Matweeds, Lorry Doll and the Wild
Ones, Nsked Apes, and Big Train per-
form at the Rat, 528 Commonwealth
Avenue in Kenmnorr Square. Telephone:.
536-9438.

David Frishberg, Sammy Price, and Doc
Cheatham perform at 8:00 and 10:30 at
Nightstage, 823 Main Street, Cambridge.
Also presented December 12. Tickets:
S10. Telephone- 497-8200.

FILM & VIDEO
The MIT Lecture Series Conmmittee pre-
sents Dragnet, starring Dan Aykroyd and
Tom Hanks, at 7 pm and 10 pm in 26-
11)0. Admission: $1.50. Tel: 225-9179.

The Somerville Theatre presents Pretty
Baby (1978) at 2 pm., 6 prn, & l0 pm and
Devil in the Flesh at 4 pm & 8 pm. Lo-
cated at 55 Davis Square in Somerville,
just by the Davis Square T-stop on the
red line. Telephone: 625-1081.

The Brattle Theatre presents Sudden
Fear (1952, David Miller) at 3:45 B& 7:50
and Another Man's Poison (1952, Irving
Rapper) at 5:55 & 10:00. Also presented
December 12. Located at 40 Brattle
Street in Harvard Square. Tickets: $4.15
(good for the double feature). Telephone:

4 * . .

Caltln Corbett Dance Company, pre-
sented by Mobius, performs at 8 pm in
Longwood Theater, Longwood and
Brookline Avenues, Boston. Tickets: $7
general, free with Mass. College of Art
ID. Telephone: 491-4503.

The Boston Consemrtory Dance Divi-
sion presents students' original choreog-
raphies at 8 pm in the Boston Conserva-
tory Theater, 31 Hemenwa y Street,
Boston. Also presented December 12.
No admission charge. Tel: 53636340.

CLASSICAL MIUSIC
Tbe MIT Chamber Music Society pre-
sents Tchaiko(vsky's Piano Trio in A at
8 pm in Killian Hall, Building 14. No ad-
rnission charge. Telephone, 253-2906.

Bstoo Univesity Opems Theatre pre-
sents Christmas Eve and ChEristmas Day,
one-act operas, at 8 pm in the BU Con-
cert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston. Also presented December 12.
No admission charge. Tel: 353-3345.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra per-
forms works by Brahms and Stravinsky
at 8 pm ine Symnphony Hall, corner of
IHuntingtont and Massachusetts Avenues,
Boston. Also presented December 15.
Tickets: $15.50 to S41. Tel: 266 1492.

876-6837. 26il00. Admission: $1.50. Telephone: FILM & VIDEO
225-9179. The Harvard Film Archive continues its

series Women in Cinema with Jean-Luc The Somerville Theatre presents The
Banchetto Musicale performs Handel's The French Library continues its Anima- The Somerville Theatre presents Wisk Godard's 2 ou 3 choses que je sais d'elle Mystery of Pkc-sa (1955) at 5:30 & 9:30
Xfessioh at 8 pm In Jordan Hall, New tion Festival - Part Two at 8 pm. Also You Were Here (1987) at 3.00, 6:15, & (2 or 3 Things I Know About Ifer, 1966) and Matter of Heart (1976) at 7:30. Also
England Conservatory, 30 Gainsborough presented December 12 and 13. Located 9-45 and Eat The Peach (1987) at 4-30 & at 7 pm. Located at the Carpenter Cen- presented December 16. Located at 55
Street, Boston. Also presented Decemn- at 53 Marlborough Street, Boston. Ad- 8:00. Located at 55 Davis Souare in ter for the Visual Arts, 24 Quincy Street Davis Square in Somerville, just by the
ber 12. Tickets: $9, $14, and S17. Tele- mission: S3.50 general, 52-50 menibers. Somerville. jost by the Davi Square T- in Harvard Square. Tickets: S3. Tele- Davis SqUare T-stop on the red line.
phone: 965-0165. Telephone: 266-4351. stop on the red line. Tel: 625-1081. phone: 495-4700. Telephone: 62S-1081 -
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Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20-
483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Camnbridge, MA 02139.

Office SecurityfAssistance
Social service office in the Central
Square area, one block from T.
needs person to escort visitors to
parking areas during evening hours.
Some light office duties. Perfect for
Students! Hours: Mon-Wed 5-8pim,
Salary: $6/hour, contact Marianne

at 876-4210

Legal advice
Consultations for computer and
corporate law, real estate, rnegli-
gence, family law, and civil or crimi-
nal litigation. Office convenient to
MBTA and Government Center in
Boston. Call Attorney Esther Hor-
wich, MIT '77 at 523-1150

Sexually Transmitted Disease
Confidential testing and treatment
of STD's and AIDS. Also general
medical care, sports-medicine, birth
control, etc. Private office. Robert
Taylor M.D., 1755 Beacon Street,
Brookline 232-1459.

Part Time Jobs
$100 or morelweek. 15-25 flexible
hours in local company. Various po-
sitions. No experience necessary.
Call 9a.m. - 5p.m. (617) 396-
8208. Mr. Federico.

Evening Receptionist
Social Service Office in the Central
Square area, one block from the T.
needs person to handle phone and
other reception duties for evening
office hours. Light typing skills
helpful. Hours: Mon-Thurs 5-8pm,
Salary $6/hr, Contact Marianne at
Cambridge Family and Children's
Service at 876-4210

Alien Landing
Looking for T female roommate.
Please joirn 4m, 4f mostly scientific
types, in 2 family victorian home
on private hill with view, trees,
yard. Incredible amenties. Street
and driveway parking. The large
bedroom is $340 or the small bed-
room is $270, plus utilities. Take
your pick. Available December 15.
Call Phill Apley: 787-2831 or 497-
6222 for interview.

A R T S
POOPULAR MUSIC_

(C n
Compiled by Peter Dunn
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Chartres Cathedral. Charles Sheeler. 1929. from Archltecltre Trans/orined Pa2a1o Rucellal, Evelyn Hofer, 1958, Irom Architecture TrNnsformed

LANDMARKS IN AMERICAN

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Daniel L. Schodek
Handsomely illustrates and describes the canals, roads,
railroads, bridges, tunnels, darns, planned cities and parks,
and the like that are the visible heritage of civil engineer-
ing in America.

$50.60 cloth, 254 ilusrtiolns

ARCHI6GTEC RE TRANSFORMED

A History of the Photography of Buildings from

1839 to the Present

Cevmn Robinson and Joel Herschman
"This book will surely force us to rewrite the history of
architecture."-Robert M. Stern.

$50.00 cloth, 193 duotones

BLASTED ALLEGORIES

Brian Wallis, editor
The best and most representative examples of writing by
artists (such as Laurie Anderson, Spaulding Gray, Jenny
Holzer. Richard Prince, Eric Bogosian, Barbara Kruger
and Edgar Heap of Birds) that record and interpret

contemporary art. Copublished with the New Museum of
Contemporary Art, New York.

$19.95 cloth

OCTOBER

The First Decade

Annette Michelson, Rosalind Kfauss, Dougias Crimp
and Joan Copjec, editors
Writings from one of 'The most advanced journals of the
1970s and 1980s in the field of art theory, criticism.

history and practice."-Choice
$19.95 cloth, 174 illustrtions

THE ARTS AT BLACK MOUNTAIN COLL6E

Mary Emma Harris
"ln its short life, it attracted a veritible who's who of

the avant garde (including Albers, Gropius, Motherwell,

Rauschenberg, de Kooning, John Cage, Merce Cunning-
ham, Robert Duncan, Buckminster Fuller, Charles Olson,
Robert Duncan) and generated a creative outpouring whose
reverberations throughout American life can still be felt."
-Horizon
$50.00 cloth, 290 illustrations, 8 pages in color

JOURNEY TO BTH EAST

Le Corbusier
The first English-language publication of Edouard

Jeanneret's (Le Corbusier) legendary travel diary.

$24.95 cloth, 85 iflustrations

PORTRAITS IN SILICON

Robert Slater
Time correspondent Slater profiles the masterminds and

entrepreneurs who have given us the modern computer,
from John von Neumann and Thomas J. Watson to Steven

Jobs and H. Ross Perot. MIT-ers profiled include Claude

Shannon, Jay Forrester, Gordon Bell and Daniel Bricklin.
$24.95 cloth

THE EDUCATION OF A COLLEGE PRESIDENT

James R. Killian, Jr.
A personal account of the author's association with MIT

for sixty years as a student, editor, administrative officer,
including his service as President from 1948 to 1959,

and as Chairman of the Corporation.

$22.50 cloth

A CENTURY OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

AND COMPUTER SCIENCE AT M1T, 1882-1982

Karl L. WildesandNilo A. Lindgren
To a remarkable extent, this chronicle of change and

growth at a single institution Is a capsule history of the

discipline and profession as it developed worldwide

$25.00 cloth, 160 illustrations

HIGH TECH SOCIETY

The Story of the Information Technology Revolution

Tom Forester
'Within a single volume, Forester has managed to
summarize the birth and development of computer

technology, its impact on society and foreign relations,

and how It may affect the future." -Kirkus Reviews
$19.95 cloth

Al IN THE S1M AIND BEYOND

An MIT Survey

W Eric L. Gfimson and Ramesh S. Patil, e ditors
$24-95 calth

PROSPECTS FOR PEACEMAKIN#G

A Citizen's Guide to A Safer Nuclear Strategy

Harlan Cleveland and Lincoln P. Bloomfield, editors
A fresh look at issues of war, peace, and national security
that opens the way for informed citizen involvement.

$15.00 cloth

AN AGENDA FOR THE 21st CENTURY
Rushworth M. Kidder. editor
Twenty-two of the world's most compelling thinkers-

people like Barbara Tuchrman, Carlos Fuentes, Norman

Cousins, Jimmy Carter, and Sissela Bok-are interviewed

about the fundamental issues that will face humanity in
the next century.

$14.95 cloth

STRUCTURE AND INTERPRETATION

QF COMPUIER PROGRAMS

Harold Abelson and Gerald Jay Sussman with
Julie Sussman
You can even get a t-shirt with the cover art from this

unique conceptual introduction to programming-

$37.50 sloth p7.Tarshirt

: .r�af� --a
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THE AGE OF INlEILUGENT MACHINES

A videotape by Ray Kurzwell
Featurina Stevie Wonder, Harold Cohen, Ed Feigenbaum,
David Kearns, Stefan Michaowski, Marvin Minsky, Raj
Reddy, Roger Schank, red Wang, and Robert Yee.
This half-hour film introduces ideas and projects on the
frontiers of artificial intelligence-machines that talk to us,
play music, make art, Invent recipes, diagnose illnesses,

and help the disabled

$29.95 VHS & Beta

Available at fine bookstores and

GIFT
OF

M~IT
Books

Publi]shed
by The
I4T mPress

The 2MInT Press Bookmstore
Kendall Square * 292 Main Street Cambridge * 253^5243 * Monday-Fnlday.9-7 and Saturday 10-6 * AIISA/hnasterrard * mail or phone orders welcome
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Jack of Hearts. Harold E Edgerton. 1960. from Moments of Vision

UUM: is

IlaNGUE AND TH1E
PROBiEMS OF KNOWLENE
The Managua Lectures
Noa n Chomsky
Chomsky's most accessible statement on the nature,
origins, and current concerns of the field of linguistics.
He frames the lectures with four fundamental questions:
What do we know when we are able to speak and
understand a language? How is this knowledge acquired?
How do we use this knowledge? What are the physical
mechanisms involved in the representation, acquisition,
and use of this knowledge?
$0.80 eloth, $8.95 paper

THPE ULTTE LIPER
Daniel P. Friedman and Matthias Felleisen
"[The authors] are in love with recursive thinking, and with
Lisp as a vehicle for explaining it.... [They] carry total
novices from childish loys' all the way to extremely
abstract concepts deep in the heart of logic and computa-
tion. And yet from beginning to end, it's done with humor
and obvious, infectious joy ...it is a rich, Spicy, deep dish.
If it were a pizza 1 would love eating it!"
-Douglas Hofstadter, author otfGddel, Escher, Bach
$12.95 paper

PNCEPTRONiS
Expanded Edition
Marvin L. Mlinsky and Seymour A. Papert
This work-the first systematic study of parallelism in
computation-has remained a classic for nearly two
decades. The authors' new chapter discusses the current
state of parallel computers, reviews developments since
the appearance of the 1972 edition and identifies new
research directions related to connectionism.
$12.50 paper (delayed until 12/20 back orders taken)

A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY
OF CAMBRIDGE
By PatriciaA. Rodgers, Charles Sullivanl, and
the Camrrbidge Historical Commission
The eighty-five photographs in this book bring to life the
city's rich ethnic, occupational, and architectural heritage.
$12.5 paper
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PARAU.EI DISTRIBUTED PROCESING
Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition
David £ Rumelhart, James D. McC eTland, and
the PDP Research Group
Volume 1: Foundations
Volume 2: Psychological and Biological Models
'Fundamentally challenge[s] the main concepts and
assumptions of modern cognitive science-'
-James G. Greeno, The New York Times Book Review

$25.00 2 vollume thet, $13.95 eac,, paper

VEHIMES
Experiments in Synthetic Psychology
Valentino Braitenberg
Now there's softvware to accompany this delightful
.catalog" of 14 fictional vehicles which are the illustrative
creations of one of the world's most eminent brain
researchers.

$17.50 Bloth, $695 paper
Seftware for Macintosh $25.00
(512K memory required).

THE MANAGEMENt CHIA;EIIGE
Japanese Views
Lester C. Thurow, editor
What works for the Japanese? As our nation's balance of
trade with Japan dips Eastward, U.S. managers ask how
Japan's economy has outperformed ours. Some of the
answers may be found in the original contributions of this
book which are unique in presenting Japanese manage-
ment as the Japanese themselves see it.
$7.95 paper

ADA
A Lite and a Legacy
Dorothy stein
Augusta Ada Byron is generally known as the inventor of
the science of computer programming. This engrossing
biography strips away the myths to reveal a dramatic and
fascinating story.
$9.95 paper

FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER MIUSIC
Curtis Roads and John Straw/n, editors
Chronicles the major advances in computer music that
have changed the way music is composed, performed,
and recorded.
$19.96 paper

RINGS
ames fJiiot and Richard Kerr

Recounts one of the most fascinating stories to emerge
from our recent exploration of the solar system. Elliot
played a leading role in the discovery of Uranus' rings.
$8.95 paper

Ali INTRO@DUCTION TO RISK
AND RETURN FROM CONMMON STOCKS
Second Edition
Richard A. Brealey
"Rates high as reading for every professional investor.'
-Thle New York Times
$17.50 cloth, $7.95 paper

LVE OF THE LA EATES
Seven Nobel Economists
William Breit and Roger W. Spencer
Seven Nobel Prize-winning economists-Paul Samuelson,
James Tobin, Milton Friedman, Arthur Lewis, Lawrence
Klein, George Stigler, and Kenneth Arrow-present their
own personal and professional development in a series of
informative and engaging essays which give an excellent
overview of the field.
$13.95 cloth

Art, Architecture
and arb Studies

ON STREES
SlanfordAnderson
$19 95 paper

TR FDEAL FISM
Arc hitecture, Politic~s and Symbfols
in U. S. Governmnent Building
Lois A. Craig and the Staf lO the
Federal Arasilecture Project
$19 95 paper

SU~
Design Ouarterly 132,
an MIT Press Journal
Lois A. Craig
$8.00 journal

ART & A xCWTR:
THEf VIEME 8UILONG
in Placs 3 2, an MIT Press Journal
Robert Camp~belland Jeffrey
Cruikshank
$S 00 paper

A SEARC FORS1RCUI
Selected Essays on Science,
Arl, and History
CyrilStansley Smith
$15 00 paper

GYOtRGY KEME:
THEMIT YEW
Paintmngs, Photographic Work,
Environmental Pieces, Projects
at the Center for Advanced
VISUal Studies
Gyorgy Kepes and Marlone
Supo0vitz, edtitors
$9 95 papea

Econoamies
and Bawiless

MACROECOtlOMICS
AllO FOA
Essays in Honor of Franco
Mod~gliani
Riwiger Dombusch, Stanley
Fischer, and John Bossons. editors
$40 00 cloth

ENERGY: MWRETS
AlD REGULATIRN
Essays in Honor of M A Adelmnan
Rfichards LGordon. Henty D
Jacoby, Mar{tin H Zlimmnemnan
$37 50 cloth

SIIIFT1 {EARS
Changing Lz or Relations In
the Automobile Business
Harry C Kati
$8 95 paper

NIBER MACROECONlOMICS
ANUALl1936

Stanley Fwischer. ed.!or
$12 95 paper

DOeAs, DE1111S, AND
DEFECITS
tRudigef Donbusch
$20 00 cloth

THE F~UTUR Of
THE ATMS
Alan Altshuter, Martin Anderson.
Dawei Jones, DanielRoos, and
James Womar~k. editors
$9 95 paper

Computer science

ABTATO AND
VMCcATM INPOA
DEVELOPENT
Barbara A. Liskov and John G~uttag
S39.50 cloth

C11IT SY STES
ANBSIGNAL
William McC Siebert
$35.00 cloth

MEM OFA
C1E111PUTEPRiNE
Maurice Wilkes
$19.95 cloth

C6$1111PUTAT1110AL LIMITATIS
Ft SMALL OW011 CIRCUMS
Johan Toikel HdstirJ
$20 00 cloth

rMYQl OF R ECUSV
UC MAND0EFCTV

O MAum
Hartley Rogrs. Jr,
515 00 paper

8411CEPTUIU COMANE

1!1 CMWODO8D
Susan Carey
$7 95 paper

linigvisUi'S anid
cognqiffve sciefice

AN ESSAY ONSTES
Morris Halle and Jean-Rloger
Verg173UO
$22 50 ciloh

BARIBRERS
Noamr Chomtsk
$17 50 cloth. $7 95 paper

COMPUTAtiO#AI COMIPLEXITY
ANO NATURAL LANGUAGE
G Edward'Barton. Robert Sefwlck
and Eric Ristad
$24 95 cloth

Philasophy

PROMPIUCAL ESSAYS
RIc17afd Cattright
$25 00 cloth

ON BEING AND SAYING
Essays for Rlchard Cartwright
Judith Jarvis Tho~rrson
$30 00 cloth

ASYMMETRIES IN TIME
Problemns in the Philosophy
of Science
Paul Horwich
$9 95 paper

Science
and Technroef

EXPANMD ProtoW:
SCATfERN AT HIGHi EIIEIES
Ho8vg Chp~ng and eTai [sun Wu
$40,00 cloth

Bulgy ACES Cards, Calendars,
Clhifdren's Books, and Puizzles

All proceeds go to the
Unmited Nations' Children's Fund.

HARETM ENTERNPSE AND
TEeaNeLOMd CHANG
Perspectives on the American
Expeiience
Merrit Roe Smith
$9 95 paper

MARKETSMICTUR£
I FIOE16 TRADE

Eltanan Helptnann and
Paul Krugman

$24 75 cloth, S8.95 paper

fICUNe GSCO
Firnk Rowland Whll and David
Gordon Wilson
$9 95 paper

TR Al B ffPIES
Commercial Uses for
Arliflcal Intelligence
Patrick H Winston srd
KarenA Prendergasl editors
$9 95 paper
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OUTR

20%1 OFF SALE
All the MlT Press

publications
you can stuff into

one of our
MIT Press tote

bags, at 20% off
the list price.

Applies to "hurt"
books to:o-so you

get even bigger
bargains. If you

spend more than
$ 1 00, we'll throw

in the tote bag
for free!

Minimum purchase
5 books.

Wednesday
December 9th

through
Wa~ednesday

December 16th
only
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BPE gives elegant but restrained rendition of Oratorio

By CHRISTOPHER J. ANDREWS

HE CHRISTMAS SEASON is rich in
music, from carollers performing
gratis (or for the occasional plum
pudding) to grandiose produc-

tions of The Nutcracker. The most joyful
sacred music of the year is reserved for the
Christmas season; unlike the great Easter
season works, wrought with overtones of
sin and guilt, Bach's Christmas Oratorio is
a set of jubilant cantatas with music as up-
lifting as St. Luke's text. The Boston Pre-
miere Ensemble, under the direction of
F. John Adams, gave some 300 would-be
revellers an elegantly performed gift of
music that was pleasing to the ear and
mind; unfortunately, Adams' production
was just a little bit too restrained, failing
to dole out the full ration of joy permitted
by the Church in this holiday season.

Television viewers are treated yearly to
Nicholas Harnoncourt's grand production
of the Oratorio; the golden hair of the red-
robed boy sopranos is upstaged only by
the brilliant gilded decoration of the High
Baroque church, a setting that is soon
filled with the florid trumpet fanfares and
booming timpani of the first cantata,
known popularly with the different text
Toenet ihr Pauken. We know that this is a

-�e-.. -*I� .��,-.-.-· -· - ·,
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manic-looking couple sitting in front of Zion", introduced by a long passage with
me smiled and nodded to each other dur- violin and oboe da caccia. Here was uni-
ing the Lutheran texts delivered by the son playing par excellence- the two in-
Evangelist.) One of the most beautiful mo- struments truly sounded as one. Contralto
ments was during the aria Frohe Hirten, Mary Westbrook-Geha followed with sing-
eilt. Kelley delivered the difficult Tirade ing that was warm and rich, although she
passages with great musicality; and yet, his could not match the standards of pitch
voice sounded like a higher-pitched broth- and enunciation set by Kelley. Towards the
er to the contrabass continuo, played end of the oratorio Westbrook-Geha had
pizzicato. difficulty keeping her upward leaps from

Another magic moment was during the landing a shade flat. At times, and most
aria Bereite dich Zion, "Prepare thyself, (Please turn to page 19)

Symphony performances mixed
(Continuedfrom page 13) The orchestra provided sensitive accom-

Rubinstein, who lived from 1830 to panimnent, and careful interaction between
1894, was a virtuoso pianist who studied ensemble and soloist gave the work a flow-
with Franz Liszt, and the bravura piano ing quality. The strings, in particular, in-
part of the fourth concerto makes no at- dulged in the romance, even though it
tempt to disguise Rubinstein's cult of vir- sounded a bit thin at times.
tuosity for its own sake. Some passages The concert unfortunately failed to be-
are exciting and draw the listener into Ru- gin as well as it ended. The opener -
binstein's thickly romantic musical world. Brahms Academic Festival Overture came
Other passages, however, are baked in across heavily. Bach's Brandenburg Con-
lukewarm schmaltz, making for a mushier erto No. I, which followed, never took
product than I would care to stomach shape. In place of the precision demanded
regularly. of Bach's work, the performance had

Ruskin put on a strong and at times fuzzy edges: the players seemed to be hav-
breathtaking perforrmance. His -style is ing a hard time following conductor David
mercurial - fleet of finger, light, and ca- Epsteins beat. The third movement, brisk-
pable of dramnatic transitions of pace- He ly but coarsely delivered, was the least sat-
can play softly and dreamily, but at the isfactory, but the performance as a whole
next moment be alive with tension. His was unattractive, suggesting a lack of dis-
ending of the first movement was power- cipline and insufficient rehearsal. Report
ful; his contribution to the slow movement card comment: could do better.
was passionate.

true Weihnachts Oratorio, a comparatively
genteel celebration of the furious and
passionate pagan festival.

It was a mistake to have similar expecta-
tions for a Boston production of the ora-
torio. Frequent visitors to Emmanuel
Church, renowned for its presentation of a
Bach cantata every Sunday, might not have
been disappointed by Saturday's perfor-
mance. Emmanuel is not renowned for its
ostentation, and Adams' interpretation of
the oratorio is entirely consistent with Em-
manuel tradition. Colorful choir robes are
replaced by stark black and white tails and
gowns; no gold can be seen within this
church; absent is the pomp, the glory and,
unfortunately, the excitement. The ensem-
bie performed the music with a refined
precision; however, the sensuous half of
the soul was left unfulfilled. There are
plenty of Bach fans who extol the "cere-
bral" nature of his work; it would be
musical snobbery, though, to deny that
Bach can also be great fun. Saturday's
concert just was not enough fun, or not
enough fun for Christmas.

The most pleasing performances of the
evening belonged to the young tenor Frank
Kelley, also singing the role of The Evan-
gelist. Kelley's loud, clear voice spread
easily throughout the church, no small
feat considering the acoustical "deadness"
that plagues Emmanuel. More to Kelley's
credit was the precise diction and intona-
tion that never failed, despite a fairly
gruelling three-hour performance. (A Ger-

CHRISTMIAS ORATORIO
By Johann Sebastian Bach.
The Boston Premiere Ensemble,
E John Adams, conductor.
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"Fcor me, the news
that I had a malignant
tunmor in my right ei-
bow was a double
blow. I learned it
shortly after I'd been
elected Captain of the
Army football team.

"Thanks to early
detection. effective
surgerv and treatment.
I was back in three and
a half months-not
playing football but
functioning in every
other capacity as cap-
tain. I graduated on
time. And today. I'm a
Lieutenant in the
Infantry.

"You know. millions
of people like myself
owe their lives to can-
cer research. And that
takes money. Lots of
money.

"Thirlk about it. We
wvant to wipe out can-
cer in your lifetime.

America?
Cancer Society $
rHJI SPACE CCNTRPBUTFD a Tage PUBLISHER

iSXWest Point
is no snapx
sdafytt if

you get <cane
asldiC
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(Continued from page 18)
noticeably during the sustained Schlafe,
mein Liebster, a cradle song to the baby
Jesus, Westbrook-Geha's breathing was al-
most as loud as her singing; she might
benefit from a longer pause between
phrases.

Baritone Paul Houghtaling did not have
the vocal range for Bach's writing. Low
passages, especially the aria with trumpet
accompaniment, simply disappeared. The
high passages sounded better, but con-
stricted. (The highest of passages would
have presented a challenge for many com-
petent basses, incidently.) Nan Nall's per-
formance as soprano was the worst of the
four. Diction was slightly better than West-
brook-Geha's, but with a tone color lack-
ing in warmth and bordering on the shrill.
Nall is not the sort of performer who elic-
its the comment "She has a nice voice;" a
creditable singer, but like more than a few
prominent women singers, not necessarily
pleasant to listen to.

While Adams' restraining hand did qui-
et the battle-field intensity of the trumpet
and timpani lines, he gave them a new ele-
gance in return. Very hard baroque sticks
kept the boom out of the timpani; instead,
the timpani were heard as just another
part of the harmonic texture, a not un-
pleasant effect. The trumpets were played
with a clear, focused tone and without any
degree of harshness - the trick of ba-
roque playing is to sound the high notes

. without them sounding like the highest
notes on the instrument - and the Pre-
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miere Ensemble's players did this nicely.
The orchestra had a mixture of vices

and virtues. Intonation remained good,
perhaps accomodated by frequent retuning
to the positive organ. The organ chosen
was quiet enough so as not to overpower
the soloists during the recitativo, but was
inaudible during ensemble playing. (Some
productions of the oratorio alternate harp-
sichord and organ continuo.) The violin
playing, especially during solo passages,
was fluid and free of Italian influence, but
was sometimes overpowered by the chorus
and oboes. A brief appearance of horn
players during the,fourth cantata, howev-
er, was a definite liability - they did not
play with focus or precision.

The chorus produced a lot of sound for
their eight members, but not enough to fill
Emmanuel. Adding another four singers
would have preserved the balance between
chorus and orchestra, and at the same
time would have made it easier for each
singer to preserve his voice throughout the
performance. (Saturday's chorus can hard-
ly be criticized for losing pitch after sever-
al hours of singing.)

A student of the late Nadia Boulanger,
herself hardly known for excess, Adams is
well qualified to produce a cerebral (or
shall we say dry?) Christmas Oratorio.
Perhaps this Saturday's performance was
just an experiment; Adams has demon-
strated that Bach's oratorio can be per-
formed with elegance. The result is cer-
tainly pleasant, but hardly grand or spine-
tingling.

The Tech Performing Arts Series presents...

be

x
f
9

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association,
W20-450 in the Student Center. Office bcurs posted on the door.

Call x3-4885 for further information.

The Tech Performing Arts Series, a service for the entire MIT community,
from The Ted, MIT's student newspaper,

in conjunction with the TecRhnology Community Association,
MIT's student community service organization.
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HARVARD SQUARE MIT COOP AT KENDALL COOP AT LONGWOOD
Cambridge , 3 Cambridge Center 333 Longwood Ave.

- M-Sat 9:20-9pmni, M-Fri 9:15-9pm M-Fri 9:15-9pm,
Sundays in December: 12-8PM Sundays in Dacember: 12-8PM Sundays in December: 12-8PM

PARK FREE IN HARVARD OR KENDALL SQ' Harvard Squarel hr Church St lot or 2 hrs University PI or Charles Sq garages. Kendall
Sq*2 hrs M-Fri - One Memorial Drive Parking Garage or after Spm weekdays and all day Saturday at Cambridge Center Garage.

PARK FOR $1 AT LONGWOOD' Behind Coop after 5pr and all day Sat.
'With sales receipt showing $5 minimum Coop purchase: validate parking ticket at Coop Cashier's desk.

Coop Charge, MasterCard, Visa and American Express welcome.
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A cerebral Christmas Oratorio
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II PRO ARTE
The sweet-voiced Jayne West will join Frank Kelley,

Larry Hill, the Back Bay Chorale and
the Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra for what promises to i

a joyous performance of Haydn's The Creation.
Sanders Theatre, December 13 at 3pm. MIT price: $6.
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Stop fooling around. It's timBe to get hardcore about software. With
Microsoft.

We'll give you all the resources you want. Backed by management that
is legendary in microcomputer systems, applications, languages and
CD-ROM. Even a real office, with a door, so you have the freedom to think
as well as mingle.

We're serious about software. If you are too, then apply right now for
one of these opportunities.--

Plrogram Managers .
Instant responsibility. You select the features, you shape the product, you
design the user interface for new generations of software. Guide product
development frromrogramming through documentation and testing. Keep
your product at the forefront of technology by knowing your competition and
product trends. If you're about to graduate with a B.S. in computer science,
math or a related major, or an MBA, we want to talk to you.

Product Managers
As Product Manager, you will strategize and focus efforts for marketing one
of our product lines. This includes directing marketing communications, ana-
lysis, and training. As well as analyzing fowcastingS and reporting accu-
rately. If you're about to graduate with an MBA, we want to talk to you.

There are opportunities to work with our teams in applications, systems,
languages, or CD-ROM.

Microsoft offers you an opportunity to live and work where the quality
of life is high and the cost of living is low - the beautiful
Pacific Northwest. Along with amenities such as a health
club membership, workout facilities and parcouarse i
plus an array of benefits.

Begin by attending our on-campus
interviews Monday, January 25 or Friday,
February 5. Contact your Career Place-
ment Office to sign up. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

F (D~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

, c'1987, Micrtstft Corporation.

""UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Ilaboratories.
XENIX and MS-DOS are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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"The Nicaraguan people have
an extraordinary sense of hope,
resolve and personal
empowerment."

By Daniel J. Glenn
1987 has been declared by the United Nations as the

International Year of Shelter for the Homeless. According
to the UN, 'one quarter of the world's population lacks
adequate housing and lives in extremely unhealthy,
unsanitary conditions."

Every 24 hours more than 50,000 people die from mal-
nutrition and sickness directly related to the lack of hous-
ing, water, and sanitation. The majority of those victims
are children.

The UN also estimates that nearly 100 million people
have no form of dwelling whatsoever, they "sleep in the
street, under bridges, vacant lots and doorways."

The situation is not getting better, it gets worse every
year. This year the UJN has called upon governments, in-
stitutions, corporations, churches and private citizens to
act to improve this desperate situation.

At the end of 1986, I, along with a number of local
architects, students, carpenters and artists formed a non-
profit architectural group called Earth Shelter with the ex-
press purpose of designing innovative solutions to house
the homeless.

In this Rkeporter's Notebook series, I have tried to give
some sense of Nicaragua, the country in which we chose
to begin our work, But as homelessness is a national and
global problem, why did we choose Nicaragua to begin
our work?

"The overriding issue i n
providing housing is not, as it
was once believed, the
construction of houses. The
critical issue is the provision of
land."

One reason is that Nicaragua is a country at war, and
war is one of the primary causes of homelessness. The
US-financeed and organized Contra are responsible for the
destruction of thousands of homes throughout the coun-
try. As Amnericans, we feel a responsibility to the victims
of this aggression. One weekend while in Nicaragua, we
went to a celebration marking the completion of a houls-
ing project by a US organization, Architects anld Planners
in Support o:f Nicaragua. The project included 20 houses,
a water system and a school. It was built by four succes-
sive brigades of 20-25 volunteers from the United States
over a six-mornth period. The joy of our celebration was
tainted by the news that just that week alone,- 5,0 more
houses in the region were destroyed by the Contra forces.
APSNICA responded to the news with an increased
resolve to continue their housing efforts.

I
i

I
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go back to their homes and the government goes back to
its real concerns of housing the wealthy elite and the "mo-
del" remains a one-shot affair. Unless a government has
adopted an overall program to improve the health, educa-
tion, and housing of its poor, then one symbolic project
serves only to legitimize an otherwise unconcerned
government.

From our experience and the experiences of countless
other international organizations working within the
country, the Nicaraguan government is engaged in a
comprehensive development effort which focuses on the
poorest of its people.

Another reason we chose Nicaragua is that we wanted
to work in a country where the government was seriously
interested in building houses for its poor. As I have
learned in studying the field of housing, even in the midst
of this growing crisis, very few nations in the world are
actively building housing or providing land for housing
the poorest sectors of society. The only option available
for most of the developing world.s urban poor is illegal
land seizure or "squatting." In many of the world's largest
cities, including Mexico City and Cairo, the majority of
residents are squatters. They live in constant fear of relo-
cation and most have little or no services. And even the
world's richest nation, the United States, is spending an
increasingly smaller percentage of its Gross National
Product on subsidized housing, and public housing has
nearly stopped altogether.

Massachusetts is currently considering making the right
to decent housing a part of its constitution; that right is
already included in the Nicaraguan constitution as one of
the basic human rights.

The overriding issue In providing housing is not, as it
was once believed, the construction of houses. The critical
issue is the provision of land. During its eight years of
power in Nicaragua, the Sandinista government has insti-
gated one of the miost extensive land reform programs in
Latin America, providing land for thousands of formerly
landless peasants and urban workers. Nicaragua has re-
sponded to squatter settlements with land titles instead of
bulldozers, and later with provisions of water and electric-
ity. This generosity has also been extended to thousands
of El Salvadoran refugees who are fleeing their country's
civil war. Leftist opposition within Nicaragua (the Sandi-
nista Party is to the right of various socialist parties and
the Marxist-Leninist Party) has criticized the land reform
program for being too slow and cautious. And right-wing
opposition has criticized it for being too radical, but the
homeless continue to benefit.

The Ministry of Housing, the Ministry of Construction,
and the Office of Settlements are actively building housing
as fast as is possible under constant shortages of money,
materials, and transportation problems. In addition to the
government's own housing efforts, there are currently
hundreds of international construction projects underway.
We personally came in contact with Italian, Dutch, Span-
ish, Swedish, Danish, Swiss, Canadian, and American
construction brigades who are building schools, daycare
centers, health clinics, water systems, and housing, CARE
Canada, for example, is developing an extensive project
throughout the Matagalpa region to provide clean water
to rural communities.

one of the biggest difficulties confronting international
organizations involved in doing development projects is
that many governments'-primary interest in such projects
is not the project itself but rather the influx of foreign
exchange and the image-enhancement potential of the
project. Therefore, foreign aid projects are often relegat-
ed to model project status, a model developed with ex-
traordinary amounts of foreign investment, effort, public-
ity and fanfare. When the ribbons are cut, the champagne
is drunk and the photos are snapped, the foreign donors

Perhaps the most important reason we chose to work in
Nicaragua is the Nicaraguan people themselves. The peo-
ple have an extraordinary sense of hope, resolve and per-
sonal empowerment. My father (who is an American Indi-
an) asked me why I flew all the way to Nicaragua to build
housing when American Indian reservations are in desper-
ate need of every form of human services. I have worked
on reservations in my native Montana, but there 1 am
overcome by a sense of powerlessness and resignation.
The Nicaraguan people have seized power from an op-
pressive dictatorship and are determined to keep it. Ac-
cording to my professors here in the MIT Design Housing
Program, empowerment of the poor is essential for any
meaningful housing effort. Through thousands of grass-
roots organizations the Nicaraguans are participating at
every level to build a new Society.

I have been critized for not giving equal time to the
Contra viewpoint in this series. I admit that is true. Per-
haps as a journalist it would have been interesting to trav-
el around with the Contra, but I went to Nicaragua to
build housing. The Contra are not interested in building
housing, and housing the poor has never been one of their
stated goals. They have blown up a lot of houses, howev-
er. Eight years ago, when the Sandinistas were the guerril-
las in the moulntain~s and the Contra were guarding the
dictator's palace, the Sandinistas did not burn the camper
sino's houses. Somnoza's National Guard, who now form
the military leadership of the Contra, were doing, the
same thing they do now as the Contra: raping, torturing
and murdering the poor and destroying- their communi-
ties. The Sandinistas were teaching the campesinos how to
read and write and how to organize. The Sandinistas de-
feated Somoza's National Guard by gaining the over-
whelming support oef the people. If the Contra is really
interested in gaining power in Nicaragua, they should
learn a few things from the Sandinistas.
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Why choos@ Nicaragua to build houses?
Reporter's Notebook
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Bill Lenoir is the Principal in charge of the space systems practice at Booz Allen &
Hamilton. He currently heads a major assignment for NASA providing technical, program, and
policy support to the manned SPACE STATION program. Bill Lenoir's unique perspective on
space technology and policy has been gained through twenty years of experience as an astronaut
and as a consultant on space systems for government and industry. He is a graduate of MIT
with a Ph. D. in electrical engineering.

Faculty And Students
Invited To Attend A Presentation On The

FALLEN~~~~bao I HMLTONI I Nl 

I

-,DR. WVIL.

BOI 

?resented by:
,LA1M4 B. LENOIR

DATE,

TIME:

PLACE:

'Wednesday, December 99 1987

4:30 - 61:30 p.m.

Rm. 4-149
77 Mass. Ave.

BOOZzALLEN & HAMILTON INC.
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Lisette W. Larmbregts/The Tech
Hold that form ... An MIlT diver executes a backflip
during Friday's meet against Coast Guard.
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By Morfle L. Wang
The Soviet Union has been

using cruel war tactics in its war
with rebels in Afghanistan, ac-
cording to Richard Martin, who
spent six months in Pakistan
teaching Afghan rebels how to
treat medical emergencies. Mar-
tin spoke at MIT last week about
war politics, Soviet tactics and
the Afghan people.

Martin said that the Soviet
Union suddenly and blatantly inl-
vaded Afghanistan in December
1979.' The Soviet Union main-
tains that it was on)rly responding
to the Soviet-backed Afghan go-
vernment's request for assistance
in dealing with rebels.

According to pamphlets from
the Free Afghanistan Alliance or-
,,anization, the Afghans were
poorly equipped and hopelessly
outgunned, yet they fought back
and denied Russia control of the
countryside.

Martin asserted that the Soviet
tactics are designed to demoralize
the mujahedeen ("holy war-
riors"), as the rebels call them-
selves. The Soviets used booby
traps which are designed to
maim, not kill, on the theory that
disfigurement and slow death are
more demoralizing to the families
of the victims, Martin said.

Martin pointed to the use of
"anti-personnel mines" by the

Soviets as a method of maiming
and demoralizing. He also said
that the Soviets disguise their
bombs as other objects - such
as pens and dolls -that would
detonate whenl stepped con.

Martin also charged that the
Soviets are using mines laced
with a biochemical agent in viola-
tion of Geneva Convention agree-
ments. The mujahedeen have no
type of chemical protection
against the gas so they improvise
with a maskc made of charcoal,
.newspaper and cotton, he said.

In working with the mujahe-
deen, Martin remarked that he
had never seen people so dedi-
cated to Islamic doctrine. A lot
of their strength has to do with
their will, he said.

Martin argued that the rebel
movement has reached a mature
stage. There had been unrest be-
tween the seven mujah7edeen par-
ties four or five years ago, but
now these groups coordinate
military manuevers, Martin
explained.

When describing the environ-
ment he lived in, Martin said that
no laws govern the tribal area. If
one person kills another, no law
is brought down upon him, he
said. No one could venture out-
side the fort he was staying at
without a weapon. Night guards-
men watch the fort 24 hours a
day and seven days a week.

Martin got involved in working
with the mujahedeen through
Freedom Medicine, a group
which sets up medical units to
help the Afghans. Freedom Medi-
cine helped Martin get to Paki-
stan where Martin and others
taught Afghans medical tech-
niques in a hospital. Martin
worked with the mmujahedeen
from March 1987 to September
1987

Every day at 4:30 amn, the mu-

training themselves, followed by
a full day of classes. Martin

'taught the mujahedeen students
medical aid, including disease di-
agnosis and surgical technique.
Students also got hands-on
experience at the hospital.

The course is crammed into six
months -because Afghanistan
needs., medical help desperately,
Martin.sgaid. There were about 30
students per class and the stu-
dents were 19-29 years old.

After' completion of the
course; the students go back to
Afhanistan with their equipment
and-:Iive in caves helping the

urj.,d;

Mairtin also helped set up an
t . .·

ambulance to pick up the wound-
ed right outside the Afghanistan
border, which was two hours
away from his hospital in Paki-
stan. Martin said if there were no
vehicle, people would have to
wait for hours or days to get
medical attention.

Martin encountered large
craters around the hospital made
by bombs, and he also saw unex-
ploded bombs on the roadway.

Martin is a graduate of Univer-
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst.
He also was a Green Beret in the

special forces. After serving as an
Army Medic, he went to Pakistan
to serve Afghanistan for six
months. Now he is a student at
Northeastern University studying
for his master's degree.

Martin concluded that the war
in Afghanistan is as vile and dis-
gusting as any war, but it does
not get much attention. He also
emphasized the importance of
support in terms of volunteers
and donators. The talk was spon-
sored by the MIT Republican
Club.
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computer.
You have two to choose from. The affordable and powerful

Macintosh" Plus. And the expandable Macintosh SE.
Both let you work faster, smarter-and more creatively.
Then, add the lmageVriteF II printer,
and you'll produce crisp, impressive
copies to prove it.

So whether next semester will
have you writing sonnets or composing
business plans, wrap it up on a Macintosh. i

Then let the bragging begin.

MIT Microcomputer Center Room 11-209
Open Weekdays 10:00 am - 4:00 prn
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WMlartin9 criticizes Saoviet war tactics A\Fe
atque
value.

Simply means hail and
save at Caffe Capucio's

in Brookline.

I also got a delicious lesson in what lighter
Italian cooking tastes like. With aJA sorts of Pizza

lbrtes, pasta salads and homemade specialties. Be sure
to leave room for desserts like European style cakes and

pastries, that were made for Caffe Capucino's special
coffees, including cappucino, naturally. It's also a great

place for Sunday Brunch and fast takeout service.
Cate' Capucino's, that's how you say value in Italian.

Serving 11:30 to Midnight

Reservafions and Major Credit Cards Accepted 0 * *

a northern Italian ristorante

Brookline 1370 Beacon St. 731-4848 Newton 1114 Beacon St. 527-2440
Marblehead 40 Atlantic Ave. 639-2442

$ 1200
Wrap up the semester

before it beins,
Your mom and dad already think you have brilliant "potential." And of

course, you'd hardly disagree.
But you may still want to tell them about the one College learning tool

that can bring out even more of your very best: the AppleW Macintosh _ 
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it for UASO
Wailters was chosen because she
was already acquainted with
many faculty and students, he
added.

Walters explained that her new
post will involve working with
freshman and associate advisors.
She will also advise students on
study skills.

Along with the other members
of the UASO, Walters will herself
act as an advisor for students
such as undesignated sophomores
- who do not have departmental
advisors - or for those students
who feel they are not getting
complete advice from their
advisors.

Walters, who has been acting
as Coordinator of the Writing
Requirement for the past five
years, said she had not been ac-
tively searching for a new job.
But Walters felt that the position
of assistant dean in the ODSA
was a good opportunity to work
with students in a new area.

Having seen the first class go
through both phases of the writ-
ing requirement, Walters feels
that it is an appropriate time for
a new coordinator to step in.

Walters said she does not re-
gret leaving the position because
she will still be working with MIT
students, but she joked that her
one regret is that she missed her
opportunity to win this year's
"Big Screw" award sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega.

Requiremer
By Sally Vanerian

Bonnie J. Walters will leave her
post as Coordinator of the Writ-
ing Requirement to become an
assistant dean in the Undergrad-
uate Academic Support Office.
Her replacement as coordinator,
who she would not name, will as-
sume the position on Dec. 14.

Walters replaces Marie Dan-
ziger, who accepted a position at
another school, according to
Travis R. Merritt, head of the
UASO.

Walters' primary responsibility
will be to manage the freshman
advising system, Merritt said.

Mauricio Roman/The Tech
J. Walters, Coordina-
the Writing Require-

Bonnie
tor of
ment

(Continued from page 1)
It was Behnke's initiative to re-

view MIT's admissions publica-
tions and compare them to other
schools. Members-of CUAFA
and the admissions staff got to-
gether and looked at the old ma-
terals. What came out of those
reviews, according to Douglas,
was the knowledge that full color
brochures had been in use else-
where, and it made the commit-
tees aware that MIT was way be-
hind the times, he said. MIT
decided to hire a Baltimore, MD
firm to produce new material for
MIT candidates.

The theme of the pieces is
imagination. Behnke said many
people think that MIT is mecha-
nistic and just a training school
and not very exciting. The admis-
sions committee wanted to show
that MIT is a creative place, with
many choices. But, he said, the

cial life and athletics at MIT are
also stressed.

According to CUAFA Chair-
man Keith D. Stolzenbach, there

Georgina A. Maldornado/The Tech
Director of Admissions Mi-
chael C. Behnke
are a significant number of peo-
ple who qualify for MIT who do
not apply because of some judg-
ment about MIT. The new bro-
chures are an attemnt to olve

new orocnures also show that It P i a t a __j
MIT is stillb a Science based them a more accurate view of the PMIT is still a science-based Isiue

university. 
The materials are also aimed at tr

Although CUAFA does not get attracting those people in the |
involved in the day to day work- pool of applicants that have an
ings of the office, it still looks at interest in humanities and the 
the longer term policy. CUAFA arts. MIT wants applicants that v/
gave its formal endorsement of have a balance of interests,7 
the program for updating MIT's Behnke said. 
public relations material. Prior to this year, the quality 

of MIT's brochures were fifteenThe admissions office has at. years behind, said Douglas, a
tempted to present more ade- professor of history Current stu- rufi 244D6, 11quate and copeeimgso uate ad compac lete imhages of dents agreed that the old materi-MIT's curriculum'. The new pub-RIWITs curicuum:The ew pb-dis were not very influential irn : b m lications were developed so that their decision to attend til3 :3 3their decision to attend MIT.303 5:3 *Mcandidates, parents, and guid- *3 5 3 ' ~cadidates, parents, and guid- Richard A. Elliott '91 remarked,
ance counselors could gain a 
broader understanding of a "In retrospect, the brochure did
variety of options open to not positively influence me. It
undergraduates. made MIT seem unappealing."

David R. Afshartous '89 said the sr
The admissions office supple- brochures made-MIT look nar-I

ments its marketing techniques row-minded and borinlg. "When I
with a video. The video tape is an received the brochure, I thought
effective medium for dramatizing MIT ran out of the new pain 
the number of ways in which un- phlets and decided to send me
dergraduates can experience MIT. one of their old ones."
The scenes are supplemented by Although the impact of the
slow synthesized background mu- new materials remains to be de-
sic. The video stresses invention termined, feedback so far has w X
and discovery done at MIT and been positive. A case in point is L
"learning by doing," as well as Daniel M. Robinson '91, who 8 E'
making numerous allusions to after first examining the materials
MIT's Nob6l Prize winners. So- exclaimed This is awesome!"
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WVValters leaves Writing

MIT sends colorful brochures
to prospective undergraduates
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Sarath Krishnaswamy/The Tech
Mark Dunzo '91 sprints forward in last Saturday's in-
door track meet vs WPi and Brandeis. He placed first
in the 40rm sprint.
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(Continued from page 1)
Stewart Guernsey, an advocate of
the homeless.

MIT Campus Police removed
the group of homeless people
from the Blanche Street site on
Nov. 20, culminating a month-
long encampment by demonstra-
tors who wanted the Cambridge
City Council to claim three rent
control-disputed houses on
Blanche Street. The Tent City
group sought to convert the
Blanche Street houses into cornm-
munity housing for the homeless.
They had been camped on the
site since the Simplex Steering
Committee held a tent city rally
there on Oct. 17-18. Ten arrests
were made.

The River Street house was of-
fered rent-free to the Tent City
group until March 30 by owner
Alex Steinbergh, a major rent
control landlord in Cambridge-
port. Steinbergh had originally
suggested thatthe city pay the
utility bills.

Activists call for MIT task
force on hlomelessness

Representatives of Tent City
asked MIT Friday to form its
own task force, made up of ad-
ministrators, faculty, and stu-
dents, to study ways that MIT
could affect the problem of
homelessness in Cambridge,
according to Glenn.

They suggested that resources
of the departments of architec-
ture and urban-planing be mobi-
lized in that effort, according to
Steven Penn G, who attended the
Friday meeting. According to
Penn, Mel King, an adjunct pro-
fessor of planning, said at the
meeting that he thought that the
planning department would be
interested, but -that he could not
speak for the department.

Milne told The Tech yesterday
that MIT would like to see a
"broad-based" coalition to look
at homelessness. He said there is
a proper role for MIT to play in
such an organization. "We have
made some progress in that re-
gard," he said, "... away from
the demands of the activists."

As for utilizing the architecture
and planning departments, Milne
said he thought it was necessary
first to establish a coalition, and
then decide what resources to

draw upon. He added that mem-
bers of those departments cer-
tainly could pursue homelessness
issues if they felt inclined.

Tent City representatives asked
MIT Friday for a site on which to
pursue a congregate, community
housing project, Glenn said. In
its original November proposal to
MIT, Tent City argued that shel-
ters were not adequate means of
housing for homeless people be-
cause of the regimented lifestyles
they required and their general
oppressiveness. They said that
more independent environments
were necessary.

One possibility mentioned Fri-
day, according to Glenn, was the
inclusion of such a site in the
University Park development
plan.

But Milne and Suduiko said
that MIT could not alter the de-
velopment plan at this time, ac-
cording to Glenn, though Glenn
said they did not rule out the
possibility of including such a site
in the future.

Milne spoke yesterday as
though the River Street house
were becoming a "pilot project"
in congregate housing in itself.

Milne said MIT had already
committed "in principle" to play-
ing some part in the River Street
project weeks ago. Milne said the
city manager told him yesterday
that MIT could best contribute
by paying the heating and utility
bills on the property for the
winter.

Various groups will participate
in the River Street project, Milne
said, including MIT, City Coun-
cil, a Cambridge furniture com-
pany, and others.

The Church of the Covenant in
Cambridge and the Phillips
Brooks House - a privately-
endowed organization at Harvard
- may help provide staff for the
River Street house, Milne said.

Those housed at River Street
for the winter might not neces-
sarily all be Tent City members,
according to Milne.

Before the River Street plan
can go ahead, Milne said, the
Cambridge rent control board
must agree to exempt the house
from the rent rolls. Milne said he

thought they would comply
tomorrow.

The Tent City supporters also
asked MIT Friday to provide a
list of all properties it owns that
are presently vacant, according to
Glenn and Penn. Penn said they
wanted to consider possible win-
ter housing options using these
properties. "How do we house as
many homeless people as we can
for the winter?" Penn asked. He
reiterated that the issue involves
more than 15 people.

Milne said that while MIT
would provide the list, he did not
see the point in using vacant
buildings as shelters, since that
would only create more of what
is presently available and did not
address the issue of congregate
housing. "Cambridge has a very
adequate system of shelters,"
Milne said, pointing out that
Philip Mangano, Cambridge di-
rector of emergency services, has
stated that there are enough beds
for all the homeless in the city.
The present issue, Milne said, is
getting away from the dormitory-
like environment of shelters.

The Tent City representatives
asked MIT Friday for permission
to renovate the Blanche Street
houses for use this winter, ac-
cording to Penn, but were turned
down. Penn said that Tent City
has been offered donations of
materials and labor from various
sources.

Students at MIT have collected
250 signatures so far on a peti-
tion asking MIT to drop all
charges and disciplinary proceed-
ings on those arrested on Nov.
20, according to Penn. The peti-
tion also asks MIT "to support
zoning changes that will allow
for more low-income housing
than is currently planned for
'University Park' and to mobilize
the resources of its School of Ar-
chitecture and Planning to find a
creative and humane solution to
the problem of homelessness in
Cambridge."

140 RIVER STREET - CAMBRIDGE 547-2455
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10:00-6:00
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Being pregnant
doesn't mean being alone.
All services at no charge/Free pregnancy tests/Confidentiality, assured.

DAYBREAK
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER

1384 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138 - 576-1981
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By Paula Maute
Despite numerous breakdowns

and an electrical fire, MIT's solar
automobile team finished eighth
out of 24 contenders in the Pen-
tax World Solar Challenge held in
Australia last month.

"It was a tough race," said
James Worden '89, designer of
the 340 pound solar-powered
automobile, Solectria IV-B. "The
roads were rough ... they were
paved with half inch pebbles
sticking out," which caused vi-
bration and a lot of stress on the
car, Worden explained. The So-
lectria's stiff suspension system
was not designed to absorb so
much stress, he added.

The 2000 mile race began Nov.
I in Darwin on Australia's north-
ern coast and ended 11 days later
in Adelaide, on the southern
coast. General Motors finished
first followed by Ford and the
Bell Engineering School of Swit-
zerland, according to Worden.

Worden and four of his team-
mates, Catherine Anderson '90,
Gill Pratt G, Megan Smith G and
Robert Webster G, traveled to
Australia for the race.

Accidents plague the car
before the race starts

The team's first mishap came
four days before the race began.
A wire from the auto's 13-foot
solar panel accidentally touched
the battery cables after a road
test in Darwin. This caused an
electrical spike which damaged
the motor's sensors and control-
ler. Pratt, the team's electronic
specialist, had to replace both the
motor and controller with
backup systems reserved for the
race. The controller, a major
component of the solar car, regu-
lates the electric flow from the
solar cells to the engine.

One day before the race a fire
broke out while Worden was road
testing the Solectria. "Apparently,
the battery terminals wore
through the insulating tape and
touched the seat. It suddenly
burst into flames," Worden said.
The seat was held together by an
epoxy, a highly flammable mate-
rial, Worden explained. The re-
placement seat was made from
masonite, he added.

"Cathy Anderson saved the
day and probably my life," Wor-
den said. She put the fire out
"with her own hands and breath
by blowing and batting the fla-
mes," from his clothes and hair.
Pratt pulled the seat out of the
car preventing further damage to
the rest of the three-wheeled
auto. Worden escaped unharmed,
with singed hair and a scorched
shirt.

"We were really bummed out
over the fire," Pratt said. "It was
clear James could have gotten
hurt. it really scared us." They
considered withdrawing from the
race because "we thought we
might be putting our lives in jeo-
pardy," Pratt said. But after
weighing possible risks and
buying a fire extinguisher for the
car, they decided to go ahead
with the race.

Fast footwork helps team
complete most of the course

MIT's team began the race un-
der sunny skies within minutes of
the 23 contenders from across the
globe. But within two hours, the
Solectria broke down. The motor
controller had failed again and
needed to be replaced with Wor-
den's last backup controller.

The team also had to contend
with four flat tires on the first
day. The teammates - who trav-
eled behind the Solectria in a ga-
soline-powered car - quickly
made repairs.

The Solectria was doing well
during the second day of the
race, according to Pratt, until its
motor failed while the car was
climbing a hill. The team had an-
ticipated a flat route, and Wor-
den had decided not to install a
transmisstion which would have
helped the car climb hills. The
heat from the overtaxed motor
caused the magnets inside to "de-
magnetize," according to Pratt.
They lost their one-horsepower
engine and had no replacement.

"Panic struck," said Worden.
"We didn't have a back-up motor
and we were in the middle of the
outback.... Gill started work-
ing madly to get the motor to run
and Cathy and I went to the clos-
est town to try to find a DC mo-
tor . . . and trying to find a DC
motor in the desert is difficult."
After making a dozen frantic
phone calls, GM agreed to fly
one of their extra motors - via
Lear Jet - from Darwin, Wor-
den said. GM had already helped
MIT's team get to Australia by
contributing over $10,000 in
transportation costs. When the
team finally received GM's mo-
tor, they could not get it to work.

"Sometimes I just want to for-
get about the race," Worden said.
"Again and again I banged my
head saying, 'we should have
done more road-testing.' "

Eventually, Worden located
and bought an engine for $500
from a competing team from an
Australian high school. The MIT
team lost only half a day locating
and installing the engine,
according to Worden.

All race cars were required to
stop at 5 pm daily which enabled
the MIT crew to repair and tune
their car each night. The team
camped out in tents during the
race.

After the new engine was in-
stalled, the MIT team cruised
steadily under cloudy skies for
the next six days. The lack of di-
rect sustained sunshine reduced
their speed to about 25 miles per
hour, according to Worden. "The
route was pretty desolate through
the desert and we saw lots of very
strange and interesting animals
like wombats and kangaroos. I
didn't see any familiar animals
except dogs," Worden said. "The
people were very friendly and
helpful, more so than here."

Most of the cars cruising ahead
of the Solectria were also slowed
down by the overcast skies, ac-
cording to Pratt, except for GM.
But GM seemed to be cruising
ahead of the bad weather, averag-
ing about 42 miles per hour, he
said.

Worden and Catherine Ander-
son, designer of the Solectria's
wheels and brakes, shared the
driving. They managed to catch
up with and pass many cars dur-
ing the sixth and seventh day of
the race. But on the morning of
the eighth day, they discovered a
slow leak in a rear tire, according
to Worden, and when Anderson
was changing the tire, she acci-
dentally ruptured it with a screw-
driver. The team scrambled to
search for a 17-inch spare tire.
They found one, but the rupture
cost them two hours.

"We finished the race with just
one other problem," Worden
said. The brace holding the solar
panel snapped when the Solectria
was maneuvering through a
bumpy detour.

On the 11th day of the race,
when the Solectria was four-fifths
of the way to the finish line, offi-
cials announced the race was
over.

Worden is gearing up for the
next solar race, the Tour de Sol,

a six day course through the
mountains of Switzerland to be
held next June.

race," Worden said. Worden and
his teammates, Anderson and
Erik Vaaler G, plan to teach an
Independent Activities Period
course on solar car design and
construction where students "can
can get hands on experience
building the Solectria V," the
team's next model.

"We're really psyched for the
Tour de Sol," Worden said. "We
plan to have the new car rolling
by the end of IAP. And we're go-
ing to test the living daylights out
of the machine, way before the

; e . .i g. - '.,1 , -

M IT solar car team places eighth in 1 1-day Australian race

An Announcement

BOSE Foundation is sponsoring a
full one-year fellowship for a first
year graduate student in electrical
engineering and computer science
at MIT.

The fellowship is for the full amount
of tuition for the fall and spring terms
plus a stipend of $1000 per month
for nine months (based on current
tuition this is approximately $23,000).

Nomnination for the fellowship will be
by faculty recommendation or by
direct application by the student.

For more information, contact the
Graduate Office or write:
BOSE Foundation, 100 Mountain Road,
Framingham, MA 01701
Attn: Susan Herman
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the period, but the offense was
lackluster. The Engineers never
managed to finish their plays and
resorted to an ineffective dump-
and-chase.

MIT's weariness finally took its
toll during the third period as the
team could muster no offense
whatsoever. The Huskies scored
six times in the third period in
what amounted to little more
than a shooting gallery - at
times, even though MIT was at
full strength, it seemed as if it
were playing shorthanded. In
many instances the Engineers
failed to either pick up the open
man in the slot or clear the skater
screening the netminder, al-

though often the Engineers were
simply caught too far up the ice
as they seemed too tired to catch
up to the play. One high point of
the period was Gasparini's goal-
tending, as he prevented the score
from going into double digits
with some key saves.

The third period of the game
against USM was simply dismal,
a pain for any fan to have to
watch. One can only hope that
this embarrassing defeat will
goad the Engineers to get their
act together. The MIT men's
hockey team faces off this Thurs-
day against Tufts, a team they
have always played strongly
against.

By Peter )Dunn
The MIT men's hockey team

confronted the University of
Southern Maine Huskies last Sat-
urday, playing a closely fought
first two periods. However, MIT
lost all composure in the third
period and lost the game 9-2.
How MIT could lose all the fire it
displayed in the earlier part of
the game is something Coach Joe
Quinn and his players will have
to reflect on if they expect to win
any future close games.

The first period began with fast
play and little hitting. The Hus-
kies were getting better scoring
opportunities with shots from the
slot and screened shots from the
point as they managed to set up
their offense better than the Engi-
neers. Despite this, the MIT de-
fense stood its ground and the
game remained scoreless for the

first half of the period.
The MIT offense pulled

through near the halfway mark
of the period to put the Engi-
neers on the scoreboard first.
Alec Jessiman '88 let go a shot
from the left point, and Per-
Gunnar Ostby '89 pounced on
the rebound off the goaltender's
pad for the goal. The Engineers'
game continued to strengthen,
with hard play in the USM cor-
ners and good chances on shots
from the point, but their luck
failed them when they got into
penalty troubled. Shorthanded 5-
to-3 on interference and tripping
calls, the MIT defense could do
little to prevent the USM goal
when the puck was lifted over a
sprawled Peter Gasparini '88 into
the net.

The Huskies scored again late
in the period on an excellent

drive through the MIT defense
by the USM captain, but the
score was again evened at 2-2 on
an MIT goal early in the second
period. Jessiman scored unassist-
ed as he stole the puck at center
ice, drove up the right wing, and
blasted the puck low stickside.

Less than two minutes later,
USM once again took the lead as
a pass from the left boards found
a Husky alone in front of the net
for the easy goal. Already the
Engineers were looking tired,
foreshadowing the disastrous
third period, and the Huskies
would never look back. The MIT
defense stood its ground, not al-
oInwinz another IUSM goal durine

By Peter Dunn
While the MIT men's hockey

team started strong only to finish
poorly in their game last Satur-
day, the MIT women's team did
just the opposite Friday night at
the Colby Invitational Women's
Hockey Tournament. Despite the
strong finish, MIT lost to the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears 4-1.
The first period began with both
teams moving the puck well but
neither team able to get a skater
open in the slot for a good scor-
ing opportunity. MIT had the
better speed, creating some man-
advantage situations on transi-
tion plays, but could not convert
on these.

But the MIT defense started to
loosen up and Bowdoin took ad-
vantage of this. In the MIT zone,
the Engineers did not cover the
Bowdoin players closely enough,
allowing the Polar Bears a chance
to set up their offense and get
some good passing going.

The lack of defensive coordi-
nation resulted in the Engineers'
putting themselves behind two
goals by the end of the first peri-
od. Just over five minutes into
the period, a pass from the left
circle resulted in Bowdoin's first
goal when the puck was back-
handed into the net. A minute
later, Bowdoin scored again in
similar fashion on a pass from
behind the net to the goal mouth.

The MIT defense tightened up
during the second period, allow-
ing far fewer scoring opportuni-
ties as they played their men
much tighter in the slot. The de-
fense only allowed a fluke short-
handed goal on a turnaround
shot at about the halfway mark.
But the Engineers' offense was
still stifled as they had trouble
setting up in the Bowdoin zone,

The third period proved to be
MIT's best as the team put more
shots on goal than in either the
first or second periods, while still

keeping its defense tight. The En-
gineers had gained their compo-
sure and set up their plays well in
the Bowdoin zone. Unfortunate-
ly, Bowdoin flooded its defensive
players in the slot and MIT did
not take advantage of the open
shots afforded to them from the
point.

Bowdoin scored its fourth goal
at the 4:05 mark of the third pe-
riod on a screen shot, and it
looked like the Engineers might
be shut out. Michelle Bonugli '88
broke the scoring drought at the
9:40 mark when she drove up the
left wing, past one defenseman
and around the second, then cut
across the goal crease to beat the
Bowdoin netminder.

Three minutes later Bonugli
was robbed of the same opportu-
nity as she was hooked to the ice
on an almost identical play. The
Engineers could not, however,
convert on the power play, leav-
ing the final score at 4-1.

The Engineers played versus
the University of Vermont and
Colby College the following Sat-
urday, also as part of the tourna-
ment, losing both games by
scores of 1-0 and 4-0 respectively.

MIT dominated the game
against UVM played on Saturday
afternoon. The Engineers had far
more shots on goal but the luck
would not fall in their favor-
UVM scored the lone goal of the
game on a fluke play.

MIT came into the Saturday
evening game against the highly
favored Colby College expecting
not to do well. But the Engineers
put on the best show of the tour-
nament as they gave Colby a run
for their- money. The final score
of 4-0 certainly did not reflect the
intensity of the game. Standout
goaltending by Kelly Grant '86
and all around excellent play by
the MIT team showed the large
crowd the stuff of which
Engineers are made.

Ken Church/The Tech

Saturday's game vs University of Southern Maine.Alec Jessiman '88 sets up for a shot in
The Engineers lost 9-2.

At Work in the
Fields of the Bomb
by Robert Del Tredici
Introduction by Jonathan
Schell

Take a journey into a world that few
have ever seen or can even imagine:
the world of the nuclear bomb. At Work
in the Fields of the Bomb will bring you
face-to-face with the nuclear bomb
through a series of powerful
photographs. Also experience the
human side of the nuclear bomb
through interviews with weapon
designers, atomic workers and
radiation experts.
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WVVomen's hockey loses
to Bowdoin College, 4-1
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